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I will be launching my Iron Eagle Muay Thai Project in a couple of weeks. This is a primary
operation that is all about the people – no egos, no nonsense.
It is all about helping the people. The major stumbling block in the NAL and FNMT is that there
are not enough clubs that are participating. We have many reservations but not many teachers
– krus, trainers, etc. – to work with the people. The good ones are too busy running their own
operations, often off-reserve, and have no time to work with them.
There is also a lack of train-the-trainer type courses. I will be ﬁlling in the void with the Iron
Eagle Muay Thai system. So you see, Bob, there are many obstacles!
I will be authorizing new clubs (First Nations, American Indian Bands) to become members in
the First Nations Muay Thai Council, .as well as offering a training course for the trainers. They
will also get a thorough understanding of how to run a gym, studio, etc.
There will also be a sense of ownership for the First Nations participants as the focus (just as in
Thailand..Buddhism) will be on spiritualism. There are many teachings and sacred ceremonies
amongst the Native North American--people. My teaching will include the Medicine Wheel and
the teachings of the Warrior Society. The language will be translated into Ojibwe (my people) ..
also the English and Thai version as well.
I will also offer the service in their home community, or they can come to my facility to recieve
training. Either way, my vision is to reach every community. Under the Anishnaabek (ﬁrst people
of the land) Warrior Society, I will be teaching – just as in the other martial arts (Japanese,
Chinese, Korean, Indian, etc) a weapons training system with the use of the war club, lance,
spear and knife – all of which have a weapons pattern and system of ﬁghting. It will truly be
a bonus for young First Nations people to learn their culture and the integrity of the Warrior
Society, along with it’s code, through the system.
I just wanted to inform you of what I am doing. Wish me luck my friend, who cares about the ﬁrst
people of the land. More about my project is online at www.ironeagleproject.com.

Coach Rob “Thunderﬁst” Peltier
960 Cumberland Ave
Burlington, Ontario L7L 3J6 Canada
Tel: (905) 320-4210
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STRIKeFORCE
REPORT BY ROBERT S. REITER WITH
BREANNA ARMSTRONG.

G

ON

SHOWTIME

olden handcuffs bind more than cage ﬁghters under UFC
contract. Pay per view mints the gold. It also puts a toll
on trafﬁc. Where there’s a toll, trafﬁc hits a bottleneck. Although
trafﬁc ﬂows briskly enough through pay per view’s toll, growth
in popularity slows at the bottleneck. The more anything costs,
the less it’s likely to sell. If a sport like boxing – that once had an
audience in just about every American household – could forfeit
its place to beach volleyball in Olympic tv broadcasts,
what are the
prospects for cage ﬁghting?

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ESTHER LIN,
COURTESY OF MIKE AFROMOWITZ AT
STRIKEFORCE, AND DALE SHIRLEY.

It is natural for wild life to gather at watering holes, where
predators get the best pickings. We’re now seeing another
brand of cage ﬁghting roll out nationally. It is Scott Coker’s
Strikeforce. Emphasizing local talent shows, Strikeforce
is putting down footprints in major markets. There are
lots of footprints throughout the country, but few reach
effectively outside of their own zip codes. Time will tell whether
wider reach will parlay for Strikeforce into a sum that’s
greater than the parts.

The Russian Juggernaut
Dropped Fabricio
on First Contact

Vol. IV, No. 3
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With a box ofﬁce sensation like Fedor Vladimirovich Emelianenko
(Russian: Фёдор Владимирович Емельяненко), Strikeforce
looks to be making the leap. “The Last Emperor” pulls solid
enough ratings for a major cable tv network to give Strikeforce
prime time on a Saturday. Showtime’s broadcast, following
an earlier episode on CBS, seems to put cage ﬁghting in the
same league with big name boxing. Although both are popular
enough on pay per view, these metrics skew towards fans with

deeper pockets…or with more willingness to empty them.
Metrics only reveal what we’re already capable of knowing.
Mystery shrouds the deception of even educated guesswork
that predicts a future without surprise. Whoever gave into
fantasy got a reality check at the HP Pavilion in San Jose on
June 26, 2010.

ELIMINATION MATCH FOR STRIKEFORCE HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE:
FEDOR “THE LAST EMPEROR” EMELIANENKO, RUSSIA (31-1-0+1 NC) VS. FABRICIO
“VAI CAVALO”WERDUM, BRAZIL (13-4-1).

W

e’re accustomed to seeing Fedor reprise the Battle of
Stalingrad and abandon all caution but tough it out to
somehow snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. No wonder
he stirs a frenzy. Heroics are the elixir of testosterone. The
odds favored Emelianenko 6 – 1 over Fabricio Werdum to
maintain the mystique.

Werdum is a submission specialist. In cage ﬁghting, there
is a mix of specialties. Practicing the mix is another kind of
specialty altogether. It’s like multi-tasking. Someone who’s
adept at multi-tasking brings competence to more jobs than a
specialist but must beware of getting in over his head. That’s
what happened,
literally, to Fedor.

Trouble Can Be a
Trap for the Unwary

8
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The Russian juggernaut dropped Fabricio on ﬁrst contact.
Wherever else rules apply, it would’ve been better safe than
sorry. There’d have been discretion for the ref to administer
a count or to invoke the technical knockout rule. Cage
ﬁghting’s killer app, though, is ground and pound. Even
though mercy is obligatory on a tap out, not so with ground
and pound. Emelianenko went instinctively for the kill.
Trouble can be a trap for the unwary.

It makes all the

difference whether a down ﬁghter is pickings for the prey
or playing cat and mouse. Fedor dove head ﬁrst into
a triangle choke.
The Brazilian submission specialist
also got Emelianenko in an arm bar.
Between his
exertion to escape the choke and the constriction of his
cranial
blood circulation, Fedor’s scalp shimmered a
shade of blue. It looked momentarily like he might shed his
shackles, only the strain intensiﬁed Werdum’s arm bar. Tapping
out, Emelianenko pleaded for the mercy he’d peremptorily
disdained on his own watch.

WINNER: Fabricio Werdhum by Submission at 1:09 of Round 1.
Pronouncing an inscrutable verdict when polled, Fedor
sermonized through an interpreter. “Who doesn’t fall, doesn’t
stand up”. Nothing got lost in the translation. It was verbatim.
Inscrutable doesn’t have to be meaningful, just cryptic.
Specialists in “stand up”, where Muay Thai is practiced, might

Vol. IV, No. 3

suggest “there are more things in heaven and earth…than
are dreamt of in your philosophy.” [Hamlet Act 1, Scene 5,
Lines 159–167.] In plain English, so what if he showed up? It
doesn’t excuse messing up.
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C

ompare the ﬁghts today with their golden years. Gone
from our vocabulary is “Undisputed Champion”. Titles
mean less with so much proliferation and transience. Fans
do their own research, ranking, and ranting on the public
bandwidth. There’s been a profound shift from one size ﬁts
all to fantasy fulﬁllment in match making. It’s smarter for the
business to go with public sentiment’s ﬂow, alert to the box
ofﬁce potential, than to swim against the tide.
Whatever his motivation, Fabricio ditched a title shot for the chance
to double down on richer stakes. A repeat could list his stock with
the blue chips. There’s nothing inscrutable in Werdhum’s agenda.
It is the other inscrutable, who’s yet to reveal whether his
wheels will ride redemption’s rails or go somewhere else.
There was no hesitation for Cung Le to ride these rails, after
his own mystique had come unglued. For anyone

else at any other time, a solitary setback would have been like
a NASCAR pit stop – refurbish the wheels, pump some fuel in
the tank and get it back in gear.
Before the Strikeforce headliner hitched a ride on Hollywood’s
dream machine, downgrading his gym membership to cardio
classes, Scott Smith’s prime time prospects were no better
than Rocky Balboa’s with Apollo Creed. Resembling the
ﬁctional character, Scott specializes in brawling. He’ll endure
all kinds of punishment for a date with destiny.
There aren’t many woodsheds that have hosted more merciless
beatings than Smith was getting on December 9, 2009. When
impulse got the better of Cung Le’s guard, “Hands of Steel”
seized the moment. It was a left hook, like Muhammad Ali’s
“phantom punch” that dropped Sonny Liston. “Ask not for
whom the bell tolls,” Cung Le, “it tolls for thee.”

Cung Le Consistently
Beat Scott to
the Punch

10
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Whoever deprecates Scott for a lucky punch disregards his
signature style. He’s got frequent ﬂyer status on the comeback
trail. What about the other one with his skin in the game? Was
a lucky punch Cung Le’s nemesis, or did it bring to life a Trojan
Horse conspiring to lure some fans’ lament for his bad luck?

Getting back the competitive edge that was left behind to
chase a different dream, like Cung Le’s Hollywood holiday,
raises more questions than it answers. Around 40 years of
wear and tear, most cage ﬁghters’ shelf lives are approaching
their expiration dates.

Cage ﬁghters give themselves whole to the discipline of
martial arts. They push themselves relentlessly for the most
competitive possible edge. Recovering from injuries, of
course, depends upon circumstances.

Even though Cung Le refrained himself from any trash talk,
“Hands of Steel” were on the warpath to vindicate their
legitimacy. They both had scores to settle. It was going to be
a grudge match.

Cung Le Went Muay Thai
with a Double Dose of Knees

STRIKEFORCE MIDDLEWEIGHT MATCH: CUNG LE, U.S.A. (6-1-0) VS. SCOTT
“HANDS OF STEEL” SMITH, U.S.A. (17-6-0).

C

ung Le will steal the show, if he’s able to dictate
the pace. Scott’s early pressure tactics bullied the
headliner off his game. Without even a pretense of defense,
though, Smith’s momentum gradually gave way to the wear
and tear. Cung Le consistently beat him to the punch. An
Vol. IV, No. 3

episode of ground grappling slowed the tempo to a crawl.
Cung Le went Muay Thai with a double dose of knees. It tamed
the tempest. If anyone was keeping score, “Hands of Steel”
went into remission.
11

The bell tolled this time for a subdued Scott Smith. He conceded
command of the pace to Cung Le. The consummate stylist
went high but tentative on a round house kick. Scott managed
to block the kick on its sloping trajectory. Smith’s ribs presented
a meatier target. Cung Le bruised them from both sides.

A right hand lead was prelude to the pivot into a spinning back
kick. Torque on impact crushed Scott’s rib cage. It was like a
shotgun blast. He went down with Cung Le in hot pursuit. The
ensuing ground and pound was only a formality. A responsible
ref probably would have stopped it either way.

Scott’s Ribs Presented a Meatier Target

Ferocious Force of Nature
WINNER: Cung Le by TKO
at 1:46 of Round 2.

H

aving
reached
his
destination
on
redemption’s rails, there seems to be a box
ofﬁce for Cung Le in more than one station. The
one in Hollywood is universally accessible. San
Jose, along with other local stations, is isolated
without accessibility to the public airwaves.
Whether the talent pool in Strikeforce can
pull respectable enough ratings to continue
broadcasting on tv begs the question for this brand
of cage ﬁghting’s prospects. If the contingency is
performance, Cung Le’s should be an acid test.
So was a ferocious force of nature’s in Cristiane
“Cyborg” Santos.
12
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Ask not for whom the bell tolls,
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Cung Le. It tolls for thee.
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U

ndefeated since a knee bar submission 5 years ago
in her Brazilian debut, Santos has already out polled
Hillary’s numbers for shattering the glass ceiling, although
Sara might yet surpass them both. Christiane’s match with
Gina Carano was the ﬁrst ever Main Event to feature female
cage ﬁghters. It still tops the Strikeforce pop charts.
Knocking out the icon with one second to go on the clock
back on August 15, 2009, Cristiane Santos now holds an
almost exclusive title as Undisputed Champion of the World

– actually best pound for pound female cage ﬁghter at 145
lbs. Such an exalted title refers, for all practical purposes,
to the caliber of competition in Cristiane’s bracket rather
than to the number of contenders. While the ranks ﬁll with
fresh recruits who’re inspired by Santos, Carano and a
comparative handful of others, fans are way ahead of the
curve for female cage ﬁghters. There aren’t a whole lot
of worthy opponents for the Brazilian champ. Jan Finney
proved to be no exception to the rule.

Cristiane Santos’ KO of Gina
Carano Topped the Pop Charts

STRIKEFORCE WOMEN’S MIDDLEWEIGHT (145 LBS) TITLE MATCH:
CRISTIANE “CYBORG” SANTOS, BRAZIL (9-1-0) VS. JAN “CUDDLES” FINNEY, U.S.A. (8-7-0).

T

he “Ten Point Must System” for scoring is standard in
boxing. Fighters start every round with 10 points in the
bank. Points are withdrawn from the bank or deducted for
messing up big time. It works kind of like robbing from Peter
to pay Paul for messing up Peter. Knock downs typically
cost a point.
14

In her ﬁrst and presumably freshest round, Jan got decked
six times by our count. Despite a purple belt in BJJ, Cristiane
went ground and pound every chance she got. Standing up
or going down and dirty, Finney’s head was a punching bag
for the champ. If “Cuddles” had gone the distance, allowing
for fatigue, she might have been negative on the score cards,
unless they ran out of space for deductions.
Vol. IV, No. 3

Santos reminded us, on ﬁrst contact, of the nursery rhyme’s
‘Big Bad Wolf’. “I’ll huff and I’ll puff and I’ll blow your house
down.” The baby went out with the bath water. On going to

a higher proﬁle, Cristiane’s knee got in the way of Jan’s skull.
Bada bing. Bada boom. The forensics were vivid in an ugly
cut near Finney’s eye.

I’ll Huff and I’ll Puff and
I’ll Blow Your House Down

The ‘Big Bad Wolf’ kept blowing Jan’s house down
but the lights stayed on. The exertion even prompted
a breather, which might have lulled “Cuddles”, like the

calm before a storm. Santos eventually found Finney’s
circuit box in her abdominal cavity and put out her lights
with a Muay Thai knee.

WINNER: Cristiane Santos by KO at 2:56 of Round 2.
No one size ﬁts all in cage ﬁghting. Cristiane Santos and
Fedor Emelianenko both got nothing but grief from ground
and pound. Cristiane was penalized for rabbit punching,
after a warning, while “Cuddles” squirmed into something
approximating a shell on the ground. Some of us remember
Vol. IV, No. 3

the turtle position under our school desks during air raid
drills, practicing for Armageddon. If it’s unfamiliar to any of
you, the lesson bears repeating. Either we’ve made some
progress or we’ll ﬁnd out the hard way.
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It Was a Shell Game…

that Gave Crisitane Grief
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FULL RESULTS:
Fabricio Werdhum def. Fedor Emelianenko by Submission (Triangle Choke/Arm Bar) at 1:09 of Round 1.
Cung Le def. Scott Smith by TKO (Body Kick) at 1:46 of Round 2.
Cristiane Santos def. Jan Finney by KO (Knee to Body) at 2:56 of Round 2.
Josh Thomson def. Pat Healy by Submission (Rear Naked Choke) at 4:27 of Round 3.
Chris Cope def. Ron Keslar by TKO (Strikes) at 4:32 of Round 2.
Brett Bergmark def. Vagner Rocha by Unanimous Decision (29-28, 30-27, 30-26).
Yancy Madeiros def. Gareth Joseph by KO (Punches) at 1:19 of Round 2.
Bobby Stack def. Derrick Burnsed by Split Decision (29-28, 27-30, 29-28).

Cristiane Santos

Vol. IV, No. 3

Dynamic Duo:

Fabricio Werdum
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MERCHANTS OF MENACE

E

vgeni Kotelnikov wanted his home town Minsk in Belarus
to host a prestigious tournament on the world circuit.
A couple of belts with the usual brands on their labels
wouldn’t separate any sheep from the herd. Aiming to be
taken seriously, Evgeni understood that the article would
have to be genuine.

Although a rose by any other name might smell as sweet, the
Kentucky Derby is just a ﬂower show without thoroughbreds.
Athletes are the genuine article in every sport, even NASCAR,
where horsepower is under the hood. For Kotelnikov’s
tournament – branded the Belarus Big 8 – to be taken
seriously, talent authenticates the enterprise. Whoever wins
this championship earns his pedigree from the competition.

Wild Card

FULL RESULTS – BELARUS BIG 8 TOURNAMENT
IN MINSK ON SEPTEMBER 12, 2010:

Erkan Varol

Africa

Andrei Kulebin

Australia

Mthobisi Butlezi

Belarus

Erkan Varol

Andrei Kulebin
Taylor Harvey

Andrei Kulebin

South America Europe

North America

Asia

Sudsakorn Sor Klinmee
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Sudsakorn Sor Klinmee

Sudsakorn Sor Klinmee
Sudsakorn Sor Klinmee
Michael Manaquil

Ruslan Kushnirenko
Ruslan Kushnirenko
Marcos Cornejo
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For Belarus Big 8 to be taken seriously…

…talent authenticates the enterprise.
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Whoever wins this championship…

…earns his pedigree from
the competition.
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Whether the winner merits acclaim as world welterweight
champion begs the question of how else are we supposed
to know? Without an authentication apparatus, best case
scenario, we go with the most credible approximation. It’s
like reality tv. Unless fans buy its premise, the show is going
to tank in the ratings, like “Contender Asia”, which the network
dropped midway through the ﬁrst season. Rigged balloting
isn’t the kind of reality an electorate is going to abide, when
voters can switch channels freely. Neither is it likely to boost
enrollment.
Evgeni Kotelnikov’s premise is tangible enough for fans
to judge themselves, which they’re going to do no matter
what. That’s why his tournament merits notice on the world
circuit. Although Andrei Kulebin’s second consecutive loss
to Sudsakorn Klinmee might have been a bitter pill for home
town fans to swallow, it branded Belarus Big 8 with the genuine
article’s pedigree. Belarus now sets a standard among

22

several for ranking welterweight contenders worldwide. The
local’s loss is Minsk’s gain, along with the entire population
of fans.
There is an ancillary message in Evgeni Kotelnikov’s success.
Enterprises with narrow ambitions, by deﬁnition, curb their
own scope. Pretending otherwise doesn’t make it so. Reach
cannot exceed grasp. Whether reach is operationally local,
national, or global begins and ends with how the enterprise
deﬁnes its own ambitions. Opportunity and risk scale with
the scope of ambition.
Many – like Evgeni – have aspired to more and lost much.
“There is a broken heart for every light on Broadway.”
Promotional talent is among the rarest. Where the measure
of success is exclusively objective, only the best reach the
top. From Minsk in Belarus, let’s bring it home to take the
pulse of some worthy American promotional talent.
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TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES

N

ew York City’s connection with Muay Thai goes back to
the earliest European settlement. Looking for an inland
passage to the Orient, Henry Hudson did the ﬁrst circuit in
North America. His legacy was Dutch half a millennium
before they ﬁnally made contact with Muay Thai and put their
own brand on it. What goes around NYC comes around.
There is an abiding cross cultural afﬁnity with its Dutch
ancestry for the same kind of rough and tumble, extending
also to common tastes in smoking products. The rose by
any other name was once New Amsterdam.
A high end generic show packs 1,500 minimum into a house
ranging up to 2,000 maxing around 2,500. Three shows in
NYC Metro get these kinds of numbers. There is actually
a mathematical ratio in the numbers that explains why our
business always seems to be chasing it’s own tail, but that is
the subject of another story.
Pretty much everywhere, shows draw attendance from
the local population. It’s like a general election. With an
electorate at least 3X the size of anywhere else, voting aligns
in NYC Metro around party lines.

Each party nominates candidates to poll enough votes for
a full house. Since popularity is a prerequisite for winning
at the box ofﬁce, the three parties feature their own favorite
sons and daughters. Despite some occasional crossover
among independent voters, party loyalty is most disciplined
at the top of the ticket. All of this explains how two super
middleweights like Sean Hinds and Chris Romulo could
have gained local prominence in different houses without
ever having exchanged more than pleasantries.
Generational icons honoring a tradition from Dempsey to
Ali, with so much in between, even local bragging rights
would have cheapened what it meant, much less some
sanctimonious status symbol. The prize for ﬁghters and fans
alike was closure.
We’ve come full circle to the Holy Grail of faith in authenticity.
There was only one way to settle it. Beat the best. Winner
take all. The domain might have been local, but the article
was genuine and the outcome meaningful. Credit goes to
the promotional talent of Justin Blair, who’s grasp reached a
New York City moment.

CHURCH STREET BOXING GYM’S
FRIDAY NIGHT FIGHT SERIES IN NYC
REPORT BY MIGUEL “WUFANG” RIVERA.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY YUKI KUNISHIMA AND TYGA MACLIN AND GREGORY TRAN.

T

he wait was over. Church Street Boxing Gym’s Friday
Night Fight Series paired three sets of the most intense
rivalries in New York City with an under card of promising
young talent to warm up the crowd. Fight fans were as
frenzied as they get in a town that owns the trademark on
subway series. The main event pitted a supremely stylish
Great Pinoy in Chris “Mr. Classic” Romulo against the
British bulldog discipline of Sean Hinds. This match was
anticipated like an historic event that would forever shape
the landscape. Both ﬁghters were rightly regarded as the
richest fruit of a vine where the Big Apple is iconic.
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Tension was like sticky sweat giving you the creeps on a
sweltering night, as each ﬁghter jostled through the packed
crowd to reach the ring. The inner circle in entourage
heralded Chris to his destination. Sean held the spotlight in
his own entrance, without the familiar company of Phil Nurse
in tow of a WAT contingent. Now solo, Hinds was escorted
instead by Sitan’s Master Aziz, who cornered him.
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WKA PROFESSIONAL SUPER MIDDLEWEIGHT PRESTIGE MATCH:
Chris Romulo of Church Street Boxing Gym
vs. Sean Hinds of Mushin Gym

The ﬁrst round reprised a Broadway hit.
“Getting to know you. Getting to know
all about you. Having it my way. But
nicely.” On a blind date, it’s always a
good idea to tone it down while keeping
a keen eye on whatever baggage the
belle de jour might be concealing.
Neither did anything to expose himself
foolishly. It was just your basic feel out
round, a matter of sizing each other up.
Crom took the round on the slim margin
of his advancing and forcing Sean to
both retreat/circle away from the Great
Pinoy’s power, also for sweeping Hinds
twice to the mat.

Chris, on the left, seemed bafﬂed how
to get around Sean’s Punching Power

Between rounds, Master Aziz put
together a clever plan for Sean. Hinds
came out boxing in combinations,
transitioning to kicks. On the down
side, Hinds leans back when doing
his round house, as do most of Kru
Phil’s protégés. Leaning back takes
away from the accuracy and the pop
of the kick. While the kicks sounded
loud, they were actually more instep
than shin. With Romulo, on the other
hand, when able to ﬁnd an opening, he
landed ﬂush kicks to Sean’s legs and
body. Although Chris had his moments
in the round, he seemed bafﬂed as to
how to get around Sean’s punching
power. At one point, Romulo even tried
to box with Hinds. It was a big mistake
that almost cost Crom, inasmuch as he
seemed to get hurt in the exchange.
Sean found Romulo’s lead leg with his
own kicks enough to paint a red stripe
all the way around and blocked Crom’s
kicks enough to take the second.
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In the next couple of rounds, Chris ﬁgured a way to get
around Sean’s combos. He went with a lead hook, then
followed with back round house and push kicks. Romulo
pieced together that he couldn’t box with Hinds, so he put
his Thai technique to work. Crom’s variety of hand and foot
attacks landed effectively enough for him to take the third
round. Sean continued to put the combos together. Only he
kicked a lot less and threw more ﬁsts, starting from the head
and ﬁnishing in the body. I’ve got to give it to Chris. He took
some punishing body shots. Although it set him into counter
mode, Crom didn’t fold. Sean got the fourth. Mano-à-mano,

it was a stalemate. The ﬁfth would be checkmate for one or
the other.
Down the stretch, Hinds seemed to have blown his wad.
There wasn’t much pep left in his pop. Crom’s stiff jabs
snapped Sean’s head back a couple of times. A solid left
hook sent the mouthpiece ﬂying from Sean’s mouth. Hinds
pressed on but ﬁnished the round with his back to the ropes,
giving a very narrow edge to Chris for a razor thin margin of
victory.

WINNER: Chris Romulo by Majority Decision.
Crom’s stiff jabs snapped Sean’s head back, on the right.

In an embarrassment of riches, Andy Singh took on Eric
Ruiz. Alongside Romulo and Hinds, both are also regarded
as the best locals in their weight bracket. There was also the
American pro debut of Turan “The Tornado” Hasanov against
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Justin “The Purple People Eater” Greskiewicz. Let’s start
with the featherweights. I was amped, when ﬁrst hearing
about this match up.
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Andy Singh, on the left, raised the ante with combinations and
sealed the deal with his patented jumping back roundhouse.
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WKA U.S. Amateur Bantamweight Championship:
Eric Ruiz of Progressive Martial Arts vs.
Andy Singh of Extreme’s Muay Thai & MMA Academy

U

pon hearing that these two were ﬁnally getting it on, I was
happier than a dog with two tails. It’s always awesome
watching the featherweights bang. This match was no
exception. Well except for the fact that Andy was doing most
of the banging. Ruiz seemed reluctant to exchange with Andy.
Who could blame him? Andy’s technique is sharp and crisp.
He puts together strong hand and foot combinations with an
air tight defense.
Ruiz tried to keep the ﬁght in the clinch. He was also cornered
by Sitan’s Master Aziz. They did their homework. Extreme
Lacosta’s ﬁghters are known to sacriﬁce their clinch for the
sake of an aggressive attack. Clinching, Eric’s knees did their
job on the inside. When Andy was able to put distance between
them, though, he raised the ante with combinations and sealed
the deal his patented jumping back roundhouse.
From the third round on, it was all Andy. Ruiz blew most of his
load trying to keep Singh in the clinch and really had nothing

left. Eric was able to time and trap some of Andy’s kicks but
took too long to counter. Quicker on the draw, Andy pulled in
his leg and cracked Ruiz. Singh pushed the pace in the later
rounds. Ruiz was unable to regain the clinch. He tried to trade
with Andy on a few occasions, but there was just no pop in
Eric’s punches or kicks.
There are judges in WKA, who reward clinch work for its
own sake, in the alternative to overall damage assessment.
It’s an incentive to grope and grind, which WKA refs
indulge in obedience to the party line. Whether truth in
packaging would brand New York’s prohibition on elbows as
something other than full rules Muay Thai, scoring style over
substance skews practice in the direction of ballroom dancing.
One judge rewarded Eric for his stylish clinch. Two judges
gave it to Andy for how he fought. If the standards are
inscrutable, that’s what ought to be ﬁxed.

WINNER: Andy Singh by Majority Decision.

T

here was a match between the featured championship
bouts that would have been the main event at almost any
other local show or even tonight, if it had been signed earlier
and if there’d been a belt in contention. Justin “The Purple
People Eater” Grekiewicz has been on a tear lately, with

three wins out of his last four bouts, two of which ended in
knockouts. Then there was the always tough-as-nails Turan
“The Tornado” Hasanov, who turned pro overseas, scoring a
ﬁrst round KO via elbow in Thailand but also sustained a leg
injury only he knew about. The bell rang and it was on.

PROFESSIONAL WELTERWEIGHT BOUT:
Turan “The Tornado” Hasanov of Borodin’s Muay Thai Academy vs.
Justin “The Purple People Eater” Greskiewicz of Cool Hearts Daddis MMA
“The Tornado” came out strong, as always, packing a wallop
in both ﬁsts. Justin dodged Turan’s aggressiveness with
some fancy footwork. With every punch Greskiewicz threw,
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he combined a round house. The kicks landed ﬂush on
Turan’s thigh. It looked like Justin’s game plan was to chop
Hasanov down.
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“The Tornado”, on the left, packs a wallop in both ﬁsts.

On second bell, though, he managed to get his own rung.
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Turan goes hard and straight all the time. On second bell,
though, he managed to get his own rung. “The Purple People
Eater” connected with a legally contracted knee to the head
that grounded Hasanov for an 8-count. If you’ve ever seen
Turan ﬁght, the ﬁrst blood drawn from him or knock down
is the insult that lights his ﬁre. “The Tornado” could hardly
wait for Referee Chris Wagner to ﬁnish the count before
unleashing some brutal cross-hook-upper-cut combos that
drove Greskiewicz to the ropes and canvas, catching an

8-count of his own. Turan maintained the onslaught. He
bruised and bloodied Justin’s face. Even though Hasanov
gave more than he got, it is an ill wind that blows no good.
For every barrage of punches that battered Greskiewicz, he
countered with hard kicks to Hasanov’s lead leg, above and
below the knee Although Justin took a beating, he survived
the round. It seemed like “The Purple People Eater” might
have been saved by the bell.

Greskiewicz, on the left, held ﬁrm to his classic Thai strategy.

“Chop off the leg, and

you cut down the man.”

The next round started with a bang. Turan attacked like he
was shot from a cannon. He unloaded punches in series
that snapped Justin’s head back and opened cuts along
his eyes. Greskiewicz held ﬁrm to his classic Thai strategy.
“Chop off a leg, and you cut down the man”. He chopped
away at Hasanov’s left leg, until it buckled. Turan hit the
mat for a long 9-count, before gingerly hopping up. “The
Purple People Eater” saw his opportunity and immediately
went for the kill. His shin brutally bashed Hasanov’s limping

leg. Turan went down for a second count, half-way into
the round. As Ref Wagner was ﬁnishing up the count and
Hasanov was swaying on unsteady feet, Vlad Borodin threw
in the towel from Turan’s corner.
Concealing from Vlad the leg injury he’d sustained in
Thailand, Turan thought he was pulling a fast one on the
boss. It came back to haunt him. The towel Vlad tossed
from Turan’s corner had “pink slip” on the label.

Winner: Justin Greskiewicz by TKO at 1:30 in Round 3.
Vol. IV, No. 3
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FULL RESULTS – CHURCH STREET BOXING GYM’S FRIDAY
NIGHT FIGHT SERIES IN NEW YORK CITY ON MAY 14, 2010:
Professional Super Middleweight Men:

Chris Romulo of Church Street Boxing Gym in NYC def.
Sean Hinds of Mushin Gym in NYC by Majority Decision.

Professional Welterweight Men:

Justin Greskiewicz of Cool Hearts Daddis MMA in Philadelphia def.
Turan Hasanov of Borodin’s Muay Thai Academy in Brooklyn by TKO at 1:30 in Round 3.

Professional Welterweight Men:

Eddie Martinez of Five Points Fitness Academy in NYC def.
Chris Kwatkowski of Church Street Boxing Gym in NYC by Unanimous Decision.

Professional Super Welterweight Men:

Joseph Valtenelli of Ultimate Martial Arts in NYC def.
Max Chen of William CC Chen Tai Chi Chuan in NYC by TKO at 1:48 in Round 1.

WKA Amateur U.S. Men’s Super Bantamweight Championship:
Andy Singh of Extreme’s Muay Thai Academy in Valley Stream def.
Eric Ruiz of Progressive Martial Arts in Queens by Majority Decision.

WKA Amateur North Eastern Regional Men’s Light Middleweight Championship:
Phillip LeGrand of American Top Team in NY def.
Gary Gilchrest of Siam #1 in Toronto by Unanimous Decision.

WKA Amateur U.S. Men’s Light Middleweight Championship:

Liam Tarrant of North Jersey Muay Thai def.
Kyle Hillman of Cool Hearts Daddis MMA in Philadelphia by Unanimous Decision.
Chris Aquino of Real Martial Arts in New Jersey def.
Duq-Ahn Quoc of Wilkie Academy in New Jersey by Unanimous Decision.
Didre Sinico of Evolution Muay Thai in NYC def.
Wendy Lau of ChokSabai Gym in NYC by Unanimous Decision.
Julio Arcé of TSMMA in NYC def.
Jeff Chan of OAMA in Ottawa by Unanimous Decision.

ALL THAT GLITTERS IS NOT GOLD

W

ith World Championship Kickboxing (a/k/a WCK) in a
registered trademark, belts with fancy buckles should
be expected to stock the shelves. Whether authenticity
moves the merchandise depends upon who shops and why.
Turnover translates to cash in the register, which funds the
payroll. So shoppers get what they pay for, and the merchant
who would prosper is obliged to stock what sells. If there is
purchase for symbols of status without authenticity, the cash
register is non-judgmental.
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It is a shopping fantasy to turn the tables on coveting thy
neighbor’s and calling it a steal in the bargain. Genuine
articles in a product mix also boost trafﬁc shopping for
bargains, while actually bottom ﬁshing as a matter of practice
and preference. Cognitive dissonance brands the whole
shopping experience with the genuine article’s pedigree,
conﬂating fantasy with reality. Working the same shift with
our faculty for rationality, we do what makes us feel good.
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Jeri “Fists of Fury” Sitzes, on the right, stole the show.
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Transparency is a cognitive stretch without critical selfawareness. Does conferring a title on someone for being
in the right place at the right time and rising to the occasion
mean the same as Spain beating Holland in FIFA’s World
Cup on a Johannesburg soccer ﬁeld or Michael Phelps
shattering world records to win 8 gold medals in Beijing’s
Olympic swimming pool?
Reaching outside the SoCal-Las Vegas corridor, Dennis Warner matched Korean Tae Kwon Do 2008 Olympic
gold medalist Lim Su Jeong with a very credible American
contender in Jeri Sitzes for the WBC’s women’s
international
super
bantamweight
championship.
Promotional wizardry like this is not only a WCK trademark
but also iconic for America’s undisputed champion promoter
of full rules Muay Thai.
A shoulder injury took Jeong out of the match. Quick on
the draw, Dennis got another credible contender in
Australia’s Joanna MacEachern to ﬁght for the title.
Compared with Warner’s own legitimate status as
undisputed champ, between Jeong and MacEachern the
laws of Physics rule out two objects occupying the same
place at the same time. So long as we’re cognitive of
the difference between conferring a symbol of status and
supremacy on universal acclaim, the dust settles on
trademark titles for better or worse. With talent like Joanna
MacEachern and Jeri Sitzes, it was for better.

F

or someone with a relentless work ethic and driving
ambition, an eight month dry spell between gigs is like
cruel and unusual punishment. Jeri Sitzes herself had been
a Hail Mary for Dennis, when visa limbo postponed Warner’s
China program at the Las Vegas Hilton on July 25, 2009.
“Fists of Fury” stole the show, upsetting the home town
favorite Christine Toledo. It was a one night stand, though,
for the successful substitute. When the Chinese came a
month later, Zhen Yenan punched the local’s card. If Jeri
was wondering why her phone wasn’t ringing, we were too.
So we asked a WCK old timer when Sitzes will be coming
back. “Never. She doesn’t sell tickets” in the SoCal-Las
Vegas corridor. There is the unpleasant truth in packaging.
But all’s well that ends well.
Hard work alone might not get us to the Promised Land,
but it sure beats letting luck slip through our ﬁngers. When
Jeri ﬁnally got her call from Dennis, she went to work
in earnest. Training began a month before the day of
reckoning.
Video of the Korean was dissected like
the coroner carving a corpse. A battle plan was devised and
practiced to perfection. Then the phone rang again. It was
Warner with unwelcome news. “Reboot your computer for a
new program. Instead of Lim Su Jeong, the new password
is Joanna MacEachern.”

world championship kickboxing
full rules muay thai
REPORT BY BREANNA ARMSTRONG.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY RAY KASPROWICZ AND RAY MARTINEZ.

WBC WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL SUPER BANTAMWEIGHT TITLE:
Jeri “Fists of Fury” Sitzes (U.S.A.) vs.
Joanna “JoJo” MacEachern (Australia)

L

osing her radar on the bombing run, Sitzes had to steer
through the Aussie’s line of ﬁre. It meant going back to
the school of hard knocks, so she could ﬁll in the blanks.
With even less prep time to work the odds at Buffalo Bill’s
Hotel and Casino in Primm Valley on California’s border with
Nevada, MacEachern brought the knocks while Jeri ﬁlled in
the blanks on August 28, 2010.
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Seasoned boxers like Jeri read body language in every
move. Unless they’re in trouble, back against the ropes
trains a boxer’s instinct in the nuance of sensing the
other’s sweet spots.
Joanna’s impulse to push the
pace was Jeri’s invitation to unleash her “Fists of Fury”.
If the ﬁrst round looked like MacEachern’s edge, it was
prelude to a date with destiny.
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Jeri’s Odyssey in the ﬁghting fraternity has touched just
about every base. Her passport is stamped with visas from
the pro boxing circuit, World Combat League (WCL), Muay
Thai and Mixed Martial Arts by way of Strikeforce. Every one
of them has put another arrow in her quiver. WCL’s format is
a single three minute ﬁght for fame and fortune. You put the
foot to the pedal and push it to the max. This was the arrow
in Joanna’s outrageous fortune.

Having done her homework, Sitzes now had the Aussie’s
number. There were ten consecutive combinations. Bada
bing. Bada boom. The ref interrupted for a standing eight
count, letting it resume. Then he realized a deer had strayed
into the headlights of an 18-wheeler on the downhill and
yanked the emergency brakes. You can hear the crowd in
our video going “Wow”.

WINNER: Jeri Sitzes by TKO at 2:06 of Round 2.
The ref realized a deer had strayed into the
headlights of an 18-wheeler on the downhill.

Whether a contract ﬁghter lives within commuting distance
and brings an entourage to the show, Jeri Sitzes is an acid
test for fans in the SoCal-Las Vegas corridor. If they’re not
buying tickets by the bucket to see a genuine All American
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talent in live performance, who can criticize anyone for
pandering bogus belts to the gullible? Dennis Warner has
held up his end. It’s time for the fans to put up or shut up.
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Remy Bonnel, on the left, looks to be making a come back.

Chaz Mulkey, on the right, had a stepping stone in mind too.
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DOCUMENTARY SHORT SUBJECTS

O

n a scale between meaningful and meaningless,
Bangkok Boxing’s Stephen Richards cancelled the
contract for a local mini-series that’s been hosted by Shawn
Yarborough entertaining out of town guests on WCK’s
invitation list. Mawande Vapi had inspired an episode
featuring IKKC’s international light heavyweight title. The
road show hit a detour but stayed on track. With Shawn’s
WBC national belt apparently inaccessible for unspeciﬁed
reasons, a pinch hitter from Dixie seems to have been foreign
enough for the substitution to pass muster. Between a guy
from Atlanta and a guy from Las Vegas, both ﬁghting on U.S.
soil, this episode of the road show also seems to beg the
question of whether it’s a good idea to try selling snake oil to

the American Medical Association? Belief is an exercise in
faith, a/k/a credulity, separate and apart from our faculty for
critical rationality.
Las Vegas local Chaz Mulkey’s 3-3 record understates
his pedigree. Chaz is a role model in the mold of Kevin
Ross for ﬁghting up. Like there is any other way to scale
the summit no matter how many tickets you’re able to sell
or belt buckles you’ve managed to collect from the
neighborhood ﬂea market. Case in point – 3X French champ
Remy Bonnel at 58-7 in a WBC International Prestige Title.
Whatever that means.

Remy, on the left, found his groove the hard way.

Remy has been inactive going on two years and looks to
be making a come back. He trained with UFC heavyweight
Cheick Kongo for eight weeks. “We trained at Legacy in
Miami to work on my conditioning, because Chaz is famous
Vol. IV, No. 3

for his conditioning, so we were wanting to ﬁght him on his
own game,” Bonnel told us. Mulkey had a stepping stone in
mind, too, if only for the learning experience.
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Both got pretty much what they came for. Remy found his
groove the hard way. “It wasn’t easy. I could see a lot of
mistakes that I was doing, and he was using it against me.
But it was a good tune up ﬁght for me. I will be better for
my next one.” Bonnel needed the win to restore his
conﬁdence and credibility. He got a passing grade from all
three judges.
Chaz Mulkey is also chasing a dream. Whether it’s there
for him could depend upon what he learned and how he
parlays it. Keeping pace with a 3X French champ is no
shabby accomplishment for an apprentice with ambition.

He’ll have to somehow step it up, though, to get past a scalp
on someone else’s belt.
In other highlights, Stephen Banks out muscled Rick Cheek
for WBC’s United States super heavyweight title with a KO
at 2:52 into Round 2. Raul Rodriguez dominated Muay Thai
and MMA veteran William “The Bull” Sriyapai to earn a berth
in WBC’s next super welterweight title match. Sriyapai was
undone by Raul’s boxing skills and was pummeled against
the ropes in every round. It was a unanimous decision for
Rodriguez to get the title shot.

Stephen Banks, on the Right,
out muscled Rick Cheek.
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FULL RESULTS – WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP KICKBOXING
WILD BILL’S HOTEL & CASINO ON AUGUST 28, 2010:
WBC Professional Women’s International Super Bantamweight Championship:
Jeri Sitzes (U.S.) def. Joanna MacEachern (Australia) by TKO in 2:06 of Round 2.

WBC Professional U.S. Super Heavyweight Championship:

Stephen Banks (South Carolina) def. Rick Cheek (California) by KO at 2:52 in round 2.

IKKC Professional International Light Heavyweight Championship:

Stephen Richards (Atlanta) def. Shawn Yarborough (Las Vegas) by Unanimous Decision.

WBC Professional International Prestige Middleweight Title:

Remy Bonnel (Paris by way of Miami) def. Chaz Mulkey (Las Vegas) by Unanimous Decision.

WBC Professional Super Welterweight Championship Elimination Bout:
Raul Rodriguez (California) def. William Sriyapai (California) by Unanimous Decision.

IKKC Professional Super Middleweight Bout:

Jack Thames (Las Vegas) def. Mike Ryan (California) via KO at 1:31 in Round 1.

IKKC Professional Welterweight Bout:

Artem Sharoshkin (California) def. Titus Holmes (Las Vegas) by Split Decision.

Amateur Under Card:
Amber Pope def. Deanna Jenny by Unanimous Decision.
Chris Lazaro def. Roy Corona by Split Decision.
Damien Earley def. Julian Lugo by Unanimous Decision.
Alfred Khashakyan def. Ruben Dominguez by KO at 1:41 in Round 1.
Isaac Gomez def. Andrew Miller by Split Decision.

WBC

Muaythai
publishes
world
rankings.
It
is
accessible
on
the
web
at
http://www.wbcmuaythai.com/ratting.php.
With
a
disclaimer for eyeballing errors, there is a single ranked
American and zero American born world champions.
Coming full circle, Evgeni Kotelnikov asked me
recently “where is the American talent?” He was referring
to a nation that once dominated the ﬁghts with
Jack Dempsey, Joe Louis, Muhammad Ali and so many
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more. I’ve got a better question. Whatever happened to
American national pride?
We’ve got some of the best promotional talent anywhere in
the world. True enough, there are some who play the fans
for suckers. Either way, we get what we’re willing to pay
for. “The fault”, to cop a quote, “is not in our stars but in
ourselves” EDITOR.
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REPORT BY ROBERT S. REITER.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERIC LANGLEY & RAY KASPROWICZ

N

athan Aripez is on a mission to publish national rankings
in Muay Thai. It is a campaign more nostalgic than timely.
Some of us remember, when the alphabet soup of sanctioning
authorities that we’ve now got to swallow for a taste of talent
was reputable instead of inscrutable. Rankings referred to
actual records in the public domain. Titles were standards of
quality rather than cheap brands.
Shooting ﬁrst and asking questions later, Nathan initially
proposed Kevin Ross and Shawn Yarborough on his Website –
muaythaiauthority.com – for #1 rankings in the U.S. Kevin and
Shawn both do a lot of their business, where Aripez gets to see
them. Just like it’s natural for connoisseurs to collaborate on

Zagat’s Guide about their local dining circuit, ﬁght fans know
best what’s most familiar to them. The Devil is in the details,
though, of what we don’t know for lack of familiarity.
Before the ink dried ﬁguratively on his beta test, Nathan’s
SoCal-skewed national rankings got a reality check. Stephen
Richards ﬂew under muaythaiauthority.com’s radar and scored
a direct hit on tunnel vision. Shattering the illusion so carefully
crafted to lure fans from the SoCal – Las Vegas corridor to
local shows, Stephen not only took Shawn’s measure but also
his title, under WCK auspices at Buffalo Bill’s Hotel and Casino
in Primm Valley on August 28, 2010.

Stephen Richards, On the Left,
Scored a Direct Hit on Tunnel Vision
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Aripez has since done triage on his rankings to recognize
the IKKC’s newly crowned International Light Heavyweight
Champion from Atlanta. With Chike Lindsay-Adjudua also on
muaythaiauthority.com’s radar, the aspiring talent scout
seems to be sampling Georgia peaches in his latest edition of
Zagat’s Guide for connoisseurs with a taste for blood lust.
Although it is still visibly skewed towards familiar faces and
susceptible to illusions for luring fans to local shows, any
stretch in horizon is a move in the right direction for someone
with a mission like Nathan’s. Let’s really put Atlanta on our

radar and get past the vanity of national stature in titles that
are manifestly bogus without genuine nationwide participation,
much less credible standards for ranking contenders.
If virtue is the ﬂip side of vanity, Southern souls take their beer
more seriously than themselves. The only stroking we’ve
seen at Atlanta’s Bangkok Fight Nights are the kind with bad
intentions. Much more meaningfully, local favorites earn and
defend their reputations against the best whom Surapon
“Khunpon” Dechkampu can put in the ring to challenge them,
subject to his budget.

Any Stretch in the Horizon Is
a Move in the Right Direction

What a difference next to Las Vegas. The IKKC Super
Lightweight International Championship on October the 2nd
featured Justin Greskiewicz from Philadelphia, who lost a
unanimous decision to Gabriel Varga from British Columbia
at Church Street Boxing Gym’s Friday Night Fight Series in
NYC on February 19, 2010. Due diligence also reveals that
Kevin Ross tko’d Justin at 1:49 of Round 3 in WCK’s own
Las Vegas ring on July 25, 2009. Without any due diligence,
though, a WCK groupie in SoCal – as of this writing – now
ranks Justin Greskiewicz #1 in the U.S. on the logic of his
berth in the title match. Way down South in the land
of cotton, they’re singing. “Look away. Look away. Look
away Dixieland.”
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We take you to the Gwinnett Center in Atlanta on May 15, 2010.
Attendance looks to have grown, since Mixed Martial Arts
(MMA) went tag team with Muay Thai at Bangkok Fight Night.
Outside of pay per view’s cage rage, both get pretty much
the same talent pool and audience on Main Street U.S.A.
What we’re seeing in Atlanta, as well as throughout the country,
is trafﬁc ﬂowing both ways on the same octane. Seasoned
cage ﬁghters, like Dymond Jones and Kevin Brooks, put
their ground games on hibernate at Bangkok Fight Night
to solo in stand up. A stalwart Nak Muay, like Chike LindsayAdjudua, got his motivational gears out of neutral and
went back to the starting gate, so he could grapple for treasure
at the Gwinnett Center.
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PROFESSIONAL MIXED MARTIAL ARTS AT 155 LBS:
CHIKE LINDSAY-ADJUDUA OF BANGKOK BOXING IN ATLANTA
VS. ADAM BRADY OF BLAKE’S MUAY THAI IN INDIANA.

M

aking his professional MMA debut, Chike brought an
0-0 record to the Tale of the Tape and drew another
rookie in Adam Brady. We’re splitting hairs, though,
pretending that a rookie like Adam was evenly matched
with a national icon in stand up. Unless they went to the
ground, Brady’s prospects were grim, and he knew it. He
also understood that it would have to happen fast, that he’d
probably get only one chance and that he’d have to make
it stick.
Chike saw it coming and stayed out of range. There are
none nationally in his weight bracket with quicker reﬂexes
or more ring smarts. Motivation is the only nemesis that
has ever taken Chike Lindsay-Adjudua out of a match. It
was there for him this time.

Unaccustomed to the ground and pound, Chike hesitated
momentarily. We’re drilled in Muay Thai to yield, when
someone goes down, letting the ref decide whether
discretion is the better part of valor. Brady looked to us
and probably Chike too like he was ﬁnished, but MMA’s
killer app – the ground and pound – allows no mercy.
Soulful by nature, Chike seemed at a loss what to do
next. He kind of stumbled into kicking the prostrate rookie,
maybe a little foggy about having to be on the ground in
order to pound. The ref now had to make a move one way
or another – administer a warning, assess a penalty, even
drop a dq on the home town favorite or just end it like the
outcome wasn’t predictable in such a mismatch. He made
the right move.

A single sledge hammer of a low kick, with a label from
Bangkok, demolished one of Adam’s twin towers.

WINNER: CHIKE LINDSAY-ADJUDUA, ON THE LEFT,
BY TKO AT 0:41 OF ROUND 1.
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Warfare wonks analyze combat as a mix of mobility and
ﬁrepower. They are both elements in a successful battle
campaign. The aim is to put lead on the target. Ballistics
measure how much lead would be put on the target, if
you’re able to get it there. Mobility or maneuverability is
the means towards this end.

Punching power is bad news, though, when your own
head is the punching bag. Mixed Martial Arts in its
stand up and Muay Thai in its soul are crucibles for the
practice of such wisdom, unlike disciplines that disregard
inconvenient enemies who think outside the box. Between
a stationery target and one stealthy in mobility, which is
more likely to eat lead? Alex Berrios and Anthony Nieves
put it to the test.

Anthony Nieves, On the Left, Escaped Without Even a Scolding

PROFESSIONAL MUAY THAI AT 170 LBS:
ANTHONY NIEVES OF KNUCKLEUP FITNESS IN DOUGLASVILLE VS.
ALEX BERRIOS OF KHANOMTOM MUAY THAI IN TAMPA.

A

nthony Nieves puts lethal lead on the target, when he’s
able to get it there. Nieves goes large on ﬁre power,
feasting on the kind who confuse tricks with self-defense.
Schooled by Raul Llopis, the wiliest of the wily, Alex Berrios
ﬁghts and thinks outside of the proverbial box.
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Whether the rule book and/or the judges reward ring
smarts, it is integral to winning a ﬁght. With Atlanta’s
close proximity to Fort Benning and the U.S. Army Infantry
School, check it out. Fire and movement dominate the
battleﬁeld. So did Alex.
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What happens in the early going, sometimes, is a feeling
out process. Berrios ﬂushed out Anthony’s comfort zone in
close quarters. It meant that Nieves would have to defend
at long range or take a hit, while going with the Floridian’s
ﬂow. Alex discovered also that he’d have to preëmpt the
local’s heavy hitting by going tight inside. Even though
round one seemed like an even exchange, the tree of
knowledge gave us forbidden fruit. What we’ve done with
it makes all the difference.
It is uncanny how Berrios resembles Raul Llopis, especially
in his mastery of the clinch. Knees slammed in the second
round like full metal jackets into Anthony’s abdominal
cavity. He slumped to the canvas, visibly incapacitated.

decide for themselves, when they’re ready for the action to
resume. Knock downs have gone disregarded, along with
mandatory point deductions that would tally in the scores.
Who’s to say that even knock outs haven’t been nulliﬁed
– intentionally or otherwise – while Sellers took them
to a better place? Whatever the upside, ISKA and the
Georgia State Athletic Commission have been effectively
sanctioning aberrant outcomes relative to standards that
apply everywhere else. It would be manifestly speculative
to infer anything from such aberrations, like national or
even local rankings, much less whether someone might
be at risk from having been knocked senseless too often,
since so many of the incidents themselves are concealed
in therapy.

ISKA’s third man in the ring, Adam Sellers went surreal.
Instead of administering a count, Sellers stopped the
clock, until Nieves was able to recover. It’s been Adam’s
practice – randomly applied – to let stricken ﬁghters

Anthony Nieves, On the Right, Got the
Business End of a Front Loaded Barrel

When the action resumed, so did Berrios. Soon enough,
the clock gave Anthony a more conventional respite
between rounds. Out of frustration, desperation or the
will to win, Nieves tried to storm the visitor’s barricade
but got the business end of a front loaded barrel that did
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him more harm than good. Adam Sellers – to the rescue
– administered therapy and counseling instead of an
arithmetic lesson. The local was down twice in the third.
He escaped without even a scolding, except possibly from
his corner.
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Not withstanding the ref’s generous indulgence, Anthony
probably ﬁgured that he’d need a walk-off. Nieves went
either for a spinning back ﬁst or a reverse elbow. We
can only speculate about what didn’t happen. Stealth
in mobility dodged Anthony’s bad intentions. It was Alex
Berrios, who wreaked havoc on the local’s barricade with
a body battering knee assault. No way the third man in the
ring was going to administer his ofﬁce, so long as Nieves
kept his own counsel. There was drama in whether he’d
endure or his corner would throw in the towel.

Rules should apply also to ofﬁcials. If so, this might have
gone to the record books as a tko or possibly even a ko
in round three. Scoring the rounds might have given us
a decision but doesn’t reveal how contingent it was on
indecision.

WINNER: ALEX BERRIOS, ON THE LEFT,
BY UNANIMOUS DECISION.

K

evin Brooks is less of an MMA crossover than the
personiﬁcation of a ﬁghter’s heart. If there is a way
to catch the short end of a decision, it’s going to ﬁnd
Kevin. Drawing another mixed martial artist in Steve Hall,
for damn sure Brooks ate a lot of leather. He brought
to the exchange, though, an assortment of eight limbs
in ﬁsts, elbows, knees and feet. It was Kevin’s bad luck
that ISKA’s judges also brought boxing’s 10-Point Must

System, awarding Steve a unanimous decision. Outside
of the arena, Brooks was perplexed. “What went wrong in
there?” At a recent NYC show, WKA seated two judges
who themselves have only been training recreationally
for not very long. What’s wrong is the recipe for alphabet
soup. Without truth in packaging, there are some very
dodgy ingredients in the mix.

WINNER: STEVE HALL BY UNANIMOUS DECISION.
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Kevin Brooks,

On the Left, Ate a Lot of Leather

Mixed martial artists
seem to favor ﬁrepower
over
mobility
and
maneuverability, maybe
because they always
have to be ready for
the ground. Crossing
over from MMA to
Muay Thai, Dymond
Jones drew newly
professional
Eddie
Walker. It was a slugfest
at cruiserweight. Stand
up was never so fall
down. They were toeto-toe in the last round,
each collapsing from his own momentum and catching a breather before defying gravity to take the other’s licks. Was
this payback for a referee, who indulges the impulse to console stricken ﬁghters? Although the judges voted for a draw,
Ref Sellers could have shut out the lights a lot sooner, seeing that both Dymond and Eddie had already gone.

NO DECISION: DRAW.
Ref Sellers
the Lights
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Could Have Shut Out
a Lot Sooner…
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R

…Because Dymond

obert Blake sports mutton chops for a fashion statement, instead of tattoos and/
or body piercings. He’s been around long enough for his body to have been
pierced by plenty like Ryan Peace. Although experience prepares us for some contingencies,
there are forces of nature that reshape the landscape. Unless you’ve got the kind of tricks
Raul Llopis taught Alex
Berrios,
raw
strength
and Eddie Had Already Gone
dominates in the clinch.
Dumping Blake like timber
in a twister, Ryan went teep
to send Robert reeling on
a g-force only the ropes
could contain. Sound and
fury then converged in a
low kick.

Ryan Went Teep to Send Robert Reeling
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The third man in the ring did a role reversal, abandoning
his signature solicitousness to preëmpt the punishment.
Even though Blake wasn’t doing an especially good job of
defending himself, neither was he incapacitated nor visibly
gun shy. It looked like Ref Sellers might be making up
his own rules again, but Robert assured us later that he’d

welcomed the chance for a graceful exit. Too many wait too
long to hang up their gloves, confusing the law of diminishing
returns with the edge of a cliff. This is the contingency for
which Robert Blake was prepared. Mastering his own fate,
Blake’s decision was the soundest all night.

WINNER: RYAN PEACE BY TKO AT 2:01 OF ROUND 2.

T

he amateur ranks are where we look for rising stars
like Moe ‘The Giant’ Travis. At 118 lbs. but only 4’-11”,
petite might not work as well for Travis as heavy hitter. The
best moments for Allison Stokes were working her reach
advantage. When she gave it up, “The Giant” beat her up.

Moe’s promise is still very much in front of her. She’s looking
at a stacked bracket in professional super bantamweight
women. The crystal ball doesn’t tell us even whether Travis
will go there.

WINNER: MOE TRAVIS BY UNANIMOUS DECISION.

S

tories of valor and virtue are why we swallow the
alphabet soup. Caveat emptor. Let the buyer beware.
If you want better product quality, it’s how they cook the

soup. Zagat’s Guide rates the whole dining experience,
not just one element. Is it meaningful to rank contenders
and award titles any other way?

The Amateur Ranks Are Where We Go to Look
for Rising Stars Like Moe Travis, on the Right
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OFFICIAL RESULTS: Bangkok Fight Night
Gwinnet Center in Atlanta – Saturday, May 15, 2010

Professional Muay Thai at 170 lbs.

Alex Berrios of Khanomtom Muay Thai in Tampa, Florida def.
Anthony Nieves of Knuckleup Fitness in Douglasville, Georgia by Unanimous Decision.

Professional Muay Thai at 200 lbs.

Steve Hall of X3 Sports in Atlanta, Georgia def.
Kevin Brooks of Genesis MMA in McDonough, Georgia by Unanimous Decision.

Professional Muay Thai at 158 lbs.

Ryan Peace of Contemporary Martial Arts in Hartwell, Georgia def.
Robert Blake of Blake’s Muay Thai in Kendallville, Indiana by TKO at 2:01 of Round 2.

Professional Muay Thai at 185 lbs.

Eddie Walker of Knuckleup Fitness in Douglasville, Georgia no decision by virtue of a draw vs.
Dymond Jones of Unit 2 in Marietta, Georgia.

Amateur Muay Thai at 118 lbs.

Moe Travis of Bangkok Boxing in Atlanta, Georgia def.
Allison Stokes of Khanomtom Muay Thai in Tampa, Florida by Unanimous Decision.

Amateur Muay Thai at 126 lbs.

Maty Peasantes of X-Treme Sports in Atlanta, Georgia def.
Rachel Seltzer of Bangkok Boxing in Atlanta, Georgia by Unanimous Decision.

Amateur Muay Thai at 125 lbs.

Corolina Cawthon of Contemporary Martial Arts in Hartwell, Georgia def.
Colleen Louima of Bangkok Boxing in Atlanta, Georgia by Unanimous Decision.

Professional Mixed Martial Arts at 155 lbs.

Chike Lindsay-Adjudua of Bangkok Boxing in Atlanta, Georgia def.
Adam Brady of Blake’s Muay Thai in Kendallville, Indiana by TKO (Strikes) at 0:41 of Round 1.

Professional Mixed Martial Arts at 205 lbs.

Warren Thompson of Iron Clutch Fitness in Roswell, Georgia def.
Brian McGinnis of Rapid Fitness in Raleigh, North Carolina by
Submission (Rear Naked Choke) at 1:31 of Round 2.

Professional Mixed Martial Arts at 170 lbs.

Ronnie Roger of Evolution Combat Academy in Anderson, South Carolina def.
Donovan Craig, President of Fight! Media by TKO (Ref Stoppage) at the End of Round 1.

Amateur Mixed Martial Arts at 200 lbs.

LJ Jones def. Chris Luiz of of Genesis MMA in McDonough, Georgia by Unanimous Decision.

Amateur Mixed Martial Arts at 260 lbs.

Tori Barkley of Georgia def. Corey Clark of Georgia by TKO (Shoulder Injury) in Round 1.

Amateur Mixed Martial Arts at 170 lbs.

Deace Goodman of Bangkok Boxing in Atlanta, Georgia def.
Alan Roque of Champions Muay Thai in Statesville, North Carolina
by TKO (Strikes) at 2:30 of Round 2.
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BAD Aby Rulloda

IN LOVING MEMORY, ADRIENNE SIMMONS
May 23, 1976 - July 26, 2010.

The

Atlanta ﬁght community suffered a
devastating blow recently with the
tragic loss of Adrienne Simmons. During the
Championship match at the IKF World Classic
Championships in Orlando, Adrienne suffered a
knockout and was escorted from the ring. After
leaving the ring, she went out again…never to
regain consciousness.
When asked to a write about her, I was completely
at odds with how to approach the situation. I was
genuinely unsure, if I would be able to do it at all.
Adrienne was a personal friend of mine.
There seems to be some doubt in the ﬁght community
as to whether safety protocol was followed as closely
as it should have been. If not, then is it the reason
that Adrienne is no longer with us? Thinking that
more could have been done to keep her safe makes
me angry – the kind of angry that I can’t express on
paper. It makes me doubtful and that doubt forces
me to revisit the same question. What if? I know
that I’m not alone in this sentiment.
But having been blessed with the opportunity to
know Adrienne, I don’t believe that she would want
to be remembered with
thoughts clouded by anger
and doubt. In fact, quite
the opposite. Adrienne
was a wholly good
and genuine person.
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I believe strongly that when we lose someone
close, as we all have or eventually will, they should
be honored in accordance with THEIR wishes, not
with OURS.

If

you were to meet Adrienne, even for a moment,
you had a friend in her. She had a welcoming
personality. If you were counted among Adrienne’s
friends, then you know that she was unwaveringly
loyal to those whom she held dear. She had the
heart of a Champion and truly embodied the Warrior
Spirit that is unique to Muay Thai.
When training and ﬁghting, she was ﬁerce. However,
she wore a welcoming smile when greeting anyone
that walked through the gym doors. But don’t
think that Adrienne was tough on the outside
and some kind of softy on the inside. While kind
and giving, the Adrienne that I knew was tough
through and through.
She carried a heavy load down a long road. Through
her life’s experience, she developed a sharp wit
and the ability to deal with adversity, in and out of
the ring. But, she was genuinely and wholly kind.
She recently began studying to earn her Masters
degree in education at Emory University in Atlanta.
Her dream was to teach in the public schools
and beyond that, to help those who are unable
to fend for themselves.
“So, I’ll say again, you can do whatever you
want to do. I wouldn’t have decided to go
into teaching if I thought we should throw
people away like garbage. If you really want
to do something and you have a bunch
of a-holes in your life trying to discourage
you, message me and I’ll give you all my
reasons for why I don’t think you’ll fail. And
I’ll hook you up with someone who can
probably help you do it, because I’m lucky
that way.” – Adrienne Simmons.
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I was lucky enough to spend time with Adrienne,
while she was doing something that she loved and
something that she took true pride and joy in doing.
Cooking. Adrienne was a mad scientist in the
kitchen. The thought brings memories of a kitchen
ﬁlled with the aroma of Tandoori chicken and fresh
ginger. Dinner, dessert, you name it and she could
cook it up.
Two years ago my girlfriend and the love of my life,
Andrea, was worried that over her birthday weekend
it would be tough to stay healthy with cake and
ice cream being the menu. Well, to help Andrea
curb the birthday cake guilt, Adrienne made candy
apples for her instead of baking a cake. When the
time came to sing happy birthday we all realized that
because there was no cake, there were no candles.
You can’t sing happy birthday without candles,
right? Adrienne, truly able to ﬁnd the good in any

situation, looked at the candy apples upside down
on the tray with the wooden sticks rising up out of
each and suggested that we just light those on ﬁre!
Voila, candles! So we lit the sticks from the candy
apples on ﬁre, while we sang “Happy Birthday” to
Andrea. I’ll never forget the sight: big, juicy candy
apples on a tray with ﬂaming sticks pluming from
each. It was easily the baddest-ass happy birthday
I’ve ever seen. I mean, Flaming Candy Apples! It’s
a memory that I know Andrea cherishes, as do I.
Adrienne left a positive mark on anyone, who was
lucky enough to know her. She was a beautiful
person inside and out whether in the ring, the
classroom or the kitchen. So, when I remember
Adrienne, I choose to think of ﬂaming candy apples.
Having been blessed enough to know her, I think
she would have wanted it that way.

In Loving Memory of Adrienne Simmons.
You are loved and will be missed, but never forgotten.
– Stephen Upchurch, KnuckleUp Fitness, Georgia.
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BOUNTY
HUNTING
FOR AN
AMERICAN
AVATAR

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JEFF DOJILLO AND JOANNA SHAW.

In

the language of statecraft, “sanctions” are
punitive measures. Frozen bank accounts, trade
embargos and such are meant to coerce recalcitrants
into cleaning up their acts. What are we to make, then,
of the World Muaythai Council (WMC), which identiﬁes
itself as a “sanctioning authority”? Is it some kind of
Bangkok bounty hunter, bringing justice to the world of
Muaythai? The answer depends upon whom you talk to
and what WMC seems to be up to.

WMC’s Unique Selling Proposition
is Exclusive Access to
Precious Cargo

WMC compares itself – through the afﬁliated International
Federation of Muaythai Amateurs (IFMA) – to FIFA. But
the country of soccer’s origin, Great Britain, gave it up
for a higher cause. Since “Muay” translates roughly to
“Boxing” in our sport’s country of origin, taking “thai” out
of “Muaythai” in the World Muaythai Council’s trademark
– or giving it up for a higher cause – would put someone
out of a job. World “Boxing” Council already occupies
the landscape.
The teeth in WMC’s “authority” to “sanction”, thus, chew
on Thai cuisine. Similarly, hamburgers are staples
of the American diet. Amongst others, McDonald’s
has put its own brand on them. Operating through
company-owned and franchise arrangements, corporate
headquarters (hq) “sanction” all deals under the Golden
Arches. Although McDonalds and WMC each cater to
different appetites, they’re both middlemen. They both
have to deliver the goods. They both live or die on their
reputations.
As “sanctioning authorities” go, let’s remember that
AT&T was once the iconic monopoly. It was supreme
among the Fortune 500. When competition came with
deregulation, though, Ma Bell got left in the dust. If WMC
has a unique selling proposition, it is exclusive access to
precious cargo. Working the high and mighty – where
Darwin’s Law is the ultimate “sanctioning authority” –
tempts a familiar verdict of history. “The bigger they are,
the harder they fall.”

Lumpini Stadium’s
Prawit Gongtongsamut
Vol. IV, No. 3
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Japanese Champ Yusuke “Jake the Knife” Sugawara on the right…

…challenged “Mr. Lightening” Lerdsilla on the left
for the WMC’s World Super Lightweight Title.
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Whatever WMC is “sanctioning” – through its afﬁliated
International Federation of Muaythai Amateurs – deﬁes
comparison with FIFA as the way to go Olympic, separate
and apart from an apparent detour around giving up
anything for a higher cause. For starters, FIFA “sanctions”
professional athletes. Olympic competition hasn’t been
amateur, since the Soviets discovered hormone therapy.
The spectacle of Artem Levin and Yodsanklai impersonating
amateurs at GAISF’s Olympic beta test under SportsAccord
branding took another detour – this one around credulity.
If there is any serious Olympic prospect for Muaythai with
IFMA driving the train, the Orient Express just passed the
station at Lumpini stadium. What are they thinking?

All

along the tectonic San Andreas spine,
Nature literally rocks the world. We’ve also
got some human forces of nature in the lower
latitudes. They brought Saenchai Sor Kingstar and Kaoklai
Kennorising to the MTAA show on March 14, 2010. It was a
huge hit. An encore would have scaled yet another summit
on August 14, 2010, if Push Kick Promotions hadn’t gone
trial and error without doing its homework.
Pongsan Ekyoktin – a living legend himself – matched
Sripare “Angel of Death” from the Queen’s Cup winner’s
platform on August 12, 2009 with Canada’s Sandra “Heart”
Bastian. Four months shy of her 18th birthday, Sripare’s
trainer Prawit Gongtongsamut – who also manages
Lumpini Stadium’s portfolio in his day job – did chaperone
duty as did Mike Miles – a household name throughout
North America – for Bastian. Showcasing WMC’s two
top contenders for the world welterweight championship
in “The Destroyer” Lom-Esan vs. Numpon “The Tornado”
would have been a milestone without precedent on
American soil. Japanese champ Yusuke “Jake the Knife”
Sugawara’s challenging “Mr. Lightening” Lerdsilla for
WMC’s world super lightweight title would’ve made it an
embarrassment of riches even without Lumpini’s capo di
capo of ofﬁcials Thanong Poompanich patrolling the ring.
If the road to Hell is paved with good intentions, though,
whatever could go wrong did.
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Who doesn’t know that you need a license to drive a car
or to ref a professional prize ﬁght? Doing its homework
assignment would’ve saved Pushkick Promotions an
embarrassment beyond riches with WMC’s Secretary
General Dr. Sakchye Tapsuwan putting the crown jewels
in play. The California State Athletic Commission gave
Poompanich the night off.
Who doesn’t know, also, that four months shy of the age
of consent spells jail bait? Pleading ignorance is a lame
alibi for shooting ﬁrst and asking questions later. Having
trained so hard and come so far to strut their stuff, Sripare
and Sandra instead got an anger management therapy
session to vent their frustrations. They displaced it
all to a Ram Muay in duet that would rival a command
performance of the Bolshoi Ballet Company for dibs over
the Kirov…or vice versa. Even Mike Miles got into the act.
Connoisseurs appreciate a rare delicacy no matter how
unexpected the occasion.
Down 0-2 in what should have been batting practice, a
curve caught the rookie Pushkick Promotions looking for
heat when a staph infection took out the main event. “Mr.
Lightening” Lerdsilla might have brought some sizzle with
his sparkle, if he’d come to ﬁght rather than showboat.
On our own way quietly into the desert night, there was a
buzz in the shadows. You can’t be in this business without
curiosity enough to kill a cat. Some fans were trying to
catch a tarantula in a paper coffee cup. What were they
thinking? “Stupid is as stupid does.” That pretty much
nails it.
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SPECTATORS AT THE SHOW

Lumpini Stadium’s Capo di Capo of Ofﬁcials
Thanong Poompanich on the Left with
WMC’s Secretary General Dr. Sakchye Tapsuwan on his Right.

Sripare “Angel of Death”, on the right, and
Sandra “Heart” Bastian got anger management
therapy to vent their frustrations.
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P

erformance is ambition’s yardstick as much as vision.
Don McDaniels (Atma’sphere Entertainment) bit off
more than he could chew with “Muay Thai in America” under
the Thai Boxing Association – Sanctioning Authority (TBASA) in common cause with Bryan Dobler as match maker on
April 3, 2010. DISCLAIMER. “Muay Thai in America” is a
show tune not to be confused with Muay Thai Association of
America (MTAA) – which ought be a role model for legends
in their own mind – who keep reminding us that fools rush in
where angels fear to tread. Of all the special effects that Don
contrived for amusement, bouncing checks produced the
most bitter buzz. Going to press with this story, McDaniels
was still recalcitrant in his oath to pay back Chisa Yamane
from Japan Professional Muaythai Committee (JPMC) for
delivering the goods to his main events. A bounty hunter
might not be such a bad idea, come to think of it, for bringing
justice to the world of Muaythai.

Leaving bounty hunting where it belongs – under the
California State Athletic Commission’s sovereign “sanctioning
authority” – corporate hq in Bangkok might actually be giving
it up for a higher cause in participatory democracy. Despite
democracy’s messy rivalries, popular sentiment pays much
richer dividends than palace intrigue. Even though SoCal is
no more an American avatar than NoCal, Tuff Promotions in
collaboration with WMC of America took aim at the obvious
on July 18, 2010. What are they thinking? Let’s ﬁnd out. Our
own Great Pinoy – with the purposeful ambition to preach
what she practices – did her homework assignment to bring
you the story. TUFF Promotions and WMC of America
were thinking to get the job done right. Judge for yourself.
EDITOR.

“THE SHOW’S THE THING,
WHEREIN WE’LL
CATCH THE CONSCIENCE OF THE KING”
REPORT BY JOANNA SHAW

If the ﬁrst round was the mauling,
with Ky Hollenbeck on the left,
the second was the massacre.
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A

ttending a ﬁght – to me – is much like attending a
concert. You ﬁle in. You run into your friends and other
fans. You discuss your expectations of the ﬁght to come.
You talk about a hoped for playlist. Suddenly the lights dim.
The anticipation rises. The ﬁghters are called to the ring and
– from one ﬁght to the next – you go on an emotional roller
coaster ride that leaves your body tingling and begging for
more...If the ﬁghts are good.
The WMC of America Full Rules Muay Thai show at
Quiet Canyon in Montebello, California on July 18th, 2010
deﬁnitely staged some memorable ﬁghts. The opening acts
were better than expected. They were well worth watching.
There was no drink throwing here – Daniel McDonald,
Tiggran Maritosyan, Matt Ortiz and George Amirian all

gave us something to cheer about. Jermaine Soto – a one
time Olympic contender for Tae Kwon Do – entertained
us with spinning kicks that caught his opponent off guard
and ultimately brought him victory. Young Gaston Bolanos
executed his perfect form for a win. All good ﬁghters, they
looked to be strong contenders coming up the ranks and
whetting our appetites for title bouts to come.
The featured acts started strong. A good opener promises
a good show. The crowd went nuts at the announcement
of fan favorite Ky Hollenback. His was supposed to be a
middleweight championship, but Hollenbeck weighed in 4
lbs. over limit, so it became a non-title bout at catch weight.
From the moment Ky and Kenny Finister ﬁnished performing
their Wai Kru, the battle was on!

PROFESSIONAL
SUPER WELTERWEIGHT MEN:
KY HOLLENBECK VS. KENNY FINISTER.

Ky

and Kenny started off hard.
Someone once told me that whoever
hits ﬁrst wins. Boy was that ever true. First
kick of the ﬁght, Ky launched a low one that
Kenny blocked with his shin. It split Ky’s knee
open. In less then a minute there was blood.
Ahhh!!! I felt the thirst. If the ﬁrst round was
the mauling, the second was the massacre.
Although Kenny came back strong, getting in
one good hit that laid Ky out ﬂat, Finister went
down for the count less than midway through
the round. Kenny saw stars from a knee. He
hit the ground hard and didn’t get up. Ky took
his bows center stage, sharing the moment
with the partisan plurality.

First kick of the night,
Kenny’s block split Ky’s knee open.

WINNER: KY HOLLENBECK BY KO AT 1:17 IN ROUND 2.
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WMC OF AMERICA AMATEUR
MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:
JASON ANDRADA VS. JESSIE MAGUSEN.

N

ext up, Jason Andrada and Jesse Magusen took
the ring. Their match-up delivered more than it had
promised in advance. The two contenders at ﬁrst seemed
evenly matched. They traded blows accordingly. Although
Jason appeared to dominate, I was sure that this ﬁght would
go the distance for a tally of the score cards. All of a sudden
Magusen was on the ground, struggling to get up. My heart
started racing immediately with anticipation, knowing that
few ever really make up lost ground after going down so
hard. I deﬁnitely didn’t see that one coming!

There were still two more rounds to go, with a belt on the line.
Jessie came back strong. He was hoping for a knockout –
which was his only chance for a title at this point. It takes
but one opening for a good ﬁghter to seize his opportunity.
There was barely a clinch. Then Andrada delivered a hard
body shot – a knee to the liver – that knocked Jessie out.
OUCH! I was secretly cheering for my Filipino paisan.

WINNER: JASON ANDRADA BY KO AT 1:40 IN ROUND 4.

All of a sudden Magnusen was on the ground.
I deﬁnitely didn’t see that one coming!
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“The Diamond”, on the right,
was all smiles for 5 rounds.

Michael just couldn’t wipe
the smile off Malaipet’s face.
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WMC OF AMERICA PROFESSIONAL
MEN’S WELTERWEIGHT TITLE:
MALAIPET “THE DIAMOND” SITARVUT VS.
MICHAEL MANANQUIL.

M

uch ado about Malaipet – the main event: Malaipet
vs. Mananquil. This was a GREAT ﬁght. It was the
perfect ﬁnale to a really good show. Mananquil wanted this.
You could see it in his face. Malaipet needed this – but he
showed only calm charisma and conﬁdence.
The ﬁght started with both ﬁghters taking each other in. There

were a few caught and blocked hits. A little over a minute
in, Malaipet swept Mannaquil. He who gets the ﬁrst hit...
Although Michael was a strong contender, “The Diamond”
edged him out. He was all smiles for ﬁve rounds. Mannaquil
just couldn’t wipe the grin off Malaipet’s face. “The Diamond”
earned another belt for his prestigious collection.

WINNER: MALAIPET BY SPLIT DECISION.

FULL RESULTS FOR TUFF PROMOTIONS & WMC OF AMERICA FULL
RULES MUAY THAI IN MONTEBELLO, CALIFORNIA ON JULY 18, 2010:
WMC OF AMERICA PROFESSIONAL MEN’S WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:
Malaipet Sitarvut def. Michael Mananquil by Split Decision (48/47, 49/46, 47/48).
WMC OF AMERICA PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT TITLE ELIMINATION BOUT:
Roxy “Balboa” Richardson def. Sheree Halliday by Split Decision (48/47, 49/46, 47/48).
WMC OF AMERICA PROFESSIONAL SUPER MIDDLEWEIGHT MEN:
Ky Hollenbeck def. Kenny Finister by KO at 1:17 of Round 2 (Knee to Head).
WMC OF AMERICA AMATEUR MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:
Jason Andrada def. Jessie Magusen by KO at 1:40 of Round 4 (Knee to Body).

AMATEUR UNDER CARD:
Daniel McDonald def. Nicolas Garcia by Unanimous Decision (30/27).
Tiggran “Tiko” Maritosyan def. Carlos Ontiniano by Unanimous Decision (30/27).
Matt Ortiz def. Cristian Martinez by Unanimous Decision (30/27).
Gaston Bolanos def. Angel Meza by Split Decision (29/28, 30/27, 28/29).
George Amirian def. Gary Archuleta by Unanimous Decision (30/27, 29/28, 30/27).
Jermaine Soto def. Beto Rodriguez by Unanimous Decision (29/28).

RESULTS: courtesy of Mike LNg, publisher of the excellent Web journal Science of 8 Limbs at
http://thescienceof8limbs.com/2010/07/20/tuff-promotions-wmc-of-america-%E2%80%9Cfull-rules-muaythai%E2%80%9D-results/.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: David Huey and Nathan Aripez helped with due diligence.
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REPORT BY GERMAN DOMINGUEZ & CRISO LOPEZ.
TRANSLATED BY FERNAN VARGAS, RTI.
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Shields for protection in battle heralded the earliest
warfare. They’ve been deployed in close quarters
combat all over the globe in virtually every culture from
primitive to space age. The instinct for survival in our
species operates alongside an impulse to conquer. We
all inhabit the human condition.

bullet proof vests, protective gloves, and tactical knee
and elbow protectors). We can also adapt objects in
our environment, regardless of whether our “ﬁeld of
battle” is a dangerous street, a conﬂict zone, or any
place where combat can occur. The better prepared
we are, the more likely we’ll survive a threat.

Shields in combat are weapons systems, both passive
and active in how they’re deployed. They can function
as protection against arms and projectiles launched
from a distance or in hand-to-hand combat. Shields
are functional in defense against attacks with lances,
arrows, swords, axes, knives and blunt weapons.
There is a history in Europe for shields also being
deployed as a weapon. Effective use has been made
in battle of their edges, armor, and massiveness to
strike, especially in the neck and the head, to pin and
submit adversaries on the ground, to push back and
trap enemies. Shields typically are kept perpendicular
to the ground – that is to say that they are placed for the
protection of vital organs. Analyzing these pragmatic
battle ﬁeld concepts and applying them to hand-tohand combat, we can create our own TACTICAL
PERSONAL PROTECTION SHIELD by using our
bodies, our own personal equipment (tactical vests,

Since the formal organization of combat techniques
into a system, much has been written on the effective
use of elbows and knees for personal protection. Let’s
explore the application of the TACTICAL PERSONAL
PROTECTION SHIELD practiced in the Tactical Shokan
Combatives System, The Spirit Tora Combatives
System and the Combatives Spain System.
In our ample experience as Combatives Instructors,
working with the military, law enforcement and in the high
risk security ﬁelds, we have veriﬁed the effectiveness of
the TACTICAL PERSONAL PROTECTION SHIELD in
a multitude of situations where elbows and forearms are
deployed in circular and linear motions. When applied
correctly, the TACTICAL PERSONAL PROTECTION
SHIELD makes accessible a Peripheral Personal
Security tool set without precedent both in empty hand
and armed combat.
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It is very important in Close Quarters Combatives (CQC)
to set yourself in a solid base to rapidly deploy elbows for
attack and defense. The tactic isn’t ﬂashy but direct.

around elbows at 180º, allowing the defender to deﬂect
direct blows from an aggressor, blocking hooks, crosses,
uppercuts, and haymakers.

In the “Spirit Tora Combatives System”, practitioners are
trained in the SPIRIT SHIELD BLOCK. It is a block that
functions much like an armored shield and that has been
tested in many real world self-protection encounters.
This defensive concept is especially effective in very
tight quarters, where boxers and street ﬁghters are in
their element.

We can also use the SPIRIT SHIELD BLOCK from
the Spirit Tora Combatives SUL position. The S.T.C.
SUL position is a modiﬁcation of the classic gun safety
position. It is designed to meet the parameters of the
Spirit Tora Combatives System. One advantage of the
S.T.C. SUL is in the protection of a weapon. Elevating
it around the chest and ﬂaring the elbows to the outside
creates a SPHERE OF SECURITY, which allows for fast
action in case the aggressor tries to seize the weapon.

The LOBSTER GUARD of Spirit Tora Combatives is
similar to the traditional Muay Thai Guard. Arms turn

In TACTICAL SHOKAN COMBATIVES, we ﬁnd the
INTERCEPTING SHOKAN SHIELD. This technique
is designed, as its name makes explicit, to intercept
the attack of an adversary, whether unarmed, with a
knife, a blunt object, or other such improvised weapon
– that is to say in hand-to-hand combat situations. We
allude to an imaginary shield in front of us, adaptable for
protection, striking, or submission. It is both a defensive
and offensive tactical technique applicable at a range
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of distances, heights, for counter attacking, or in direct
assault. From a battle guard, the arm is placed in
front of our body at such a height and angle as though
holding a shield, protecting the head and allowing for
total visibility in contact with an adversary. If there is
an attack, for example with a hook, the arm intercepts
it solidly, opening the aggressor’s guard. We’re now
poised to go on offense.
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It should be emphasized in the technique that the body
leans forward to intercept and absorb the impact of a
blow. Our ﬁrearm is also protected from this position.
If we apply the INTERCEPTING SHOKAN SHIELD
from the outside, our adversary would be placed in
the position of an exposed back. In this position, the
attacker would lose visual contact with us, which is
something that can be made to work in our own favor.

The INTERCEPTING SHOKAN SHIELD can also be
applied to strike and move an adversary, creating a
TACTICAL SAFE DISTANCE, in case we have to use
our weapon, especially where there is more than one
opponent. When applying INTERCEPTING SHOKAN
SHIELD, one hand is free to use a knife against the
adversary.

The INTERCEPTING SHOKAN SHIELD can also be
applied from the STC SUL position. In this case, the
arm facing an attacker becomes the INTERCEPTING
SHOKAN SHIELD. Note that from this position the

ﬁre arm is safely kept to the back and successfully
retained. This position offers strong weapon retention
capabilities.
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We can use the INTERCEPTING SHOKAN SHIELD
from the STC SUL position. The STC SUL position is

The techniques presenAted here are based in reality and
have proven to be functional. COMBATIVES SPAIN, Inc.
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a very closed position with few openings. The posture
appears relaxed, but it is in fact a battle ready position.

ﬁrmly stands by these concepts and advocates the old adage
“The more you sweat, the less you bleed”.
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THE
COMBAT CLINCH
REPORT BY FERNAN VARGAS
Fernan Vargas is the founder of the Raven Method and Raven Tactical International. Mr. Vargas is an industry recognized
Defensive Tactics and Combatives trainer. Mr. Vargas has trained law enforcement ofﬁcers and civilians across the
U.S.A. and abroad. If you are interested in contacting Mr. Vargas, you can do so by visiting www.RavenTactical.com.
In this installment, we’re taking a look at the combat clinch with a series of 3 simple and effective techniques
that you can add to your tool box.
In my experience, two antagonists ﬁnd themselves in a clinch under the following circumstances:
A. The trained ﬁghter applies a clinch in order to set up an attack.
B. An untrained ﬁghter becomes tired.
C. An untrained ﬁghter becomes frustrated at being repeatedly hit and clinches in order to stop the striking action.
Regardless of how you end up in a clinch, your tactic for realistic self defense scenarios should be swift, aggressive and decisive.
A clinch is a very dangerous position in which to ﬁnd yourself. You should always seek to ﬁght your way out of the clinch into
a position of advantage. Remember not to turn a clinch situation into a wrestling match. Rough and ready is the order of the day.
The clinch tactics presented below are modiﬁed from combat sports like Greco-Roman Wrestling. The techniques present
modiﬁcations necessary to make combat sports functional for real world self-defense.

The defender ﬁnds himself in a neck clinch.
1. The defender immediately clamps down on one of
the attacker’s arms and anchors his own elbow to
his side, in effect canting the attacker.
2. The defender then drives the opposite arm
upwards to the attacker’s face, delivering an eye
gouge that forces the attacker’s head into the
direction of the clamped arm.
3. The defender then extends his other arm, under
the extended arm that’s attacking the eye. The
other arm fans away and takes control of the
attacker’s jaw, forcing him backwards.
4. The defender then secures the attacker’s other
arm and executes a knee strike to the attacker.
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The defender ﬁnds himself in a collar & elbow clinch.
1. The defender places his hand under the
attacker’s elbow.
2. The defender then simultaneously lifts the
elbow up while ducking under the attacker’s
arm at the same time driving forward.
3. The defender then tucks his head close
to the attacker, while pulling down on the
attacker’s neck.
4. The defender now delivers a hard blow to
the attacker’s ﬂoating rib or kidney area.
This blow will help to bring the attacker’s
hips forward, knocking him off balance.
5. The defender then secures a good grip
around the attacker’s neck.
Driving
forward while stepping behind the attacker
and blocking off his leg, the defender can
execute a take down.

The defender ﬁnds himself in a body clinch.
1. The defender immediately reaches
across his body to the attacker’s arm,
securing an under and over hook.
2. The defender places his hand on top of
the attacker’s elbow pit and forces the
arm down.
3. The defender then pushes the attacker’s
arm to the other side of his body, spinning
him away from the defender.
4. The defender now shoots his right arm
high across the attacker’s collar bone
and shoots his left hand to the small of
the attacker’s back.
5. The defender then steps forward,
blocking off the attacker’s legs and
simultaneously drives his hands in
opposite directions effectively taking
down the attacker.
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MUAY THAI’S PRE-FIGHT RITUALS:
THE WAI KRU AND RAM MUAY
STORY & PHOTOGRAPHY BY KRU TONY MOORE.

“The Wai Kru is not about being Thai or Buddhist.
It is about having humility and showing respect.”

D

uring my recent visit
to
teach
seminars
in Muay Boran and
Krabi Krabong at the Black
Feather Camp in Delaware USA,
I met up with Bob, Chief Editor
of this magazine. We discussed
many topics, including the rules
and regulations of Muay Thai
and, in particular the Wai Kru/
Ram Muay rituals. Under Muay
Thai rules, all boxers must
perform the Wai Kru before the
bout begins. Some instructors in
the U.S. wanted to know why this
is compulsory.
To fully explain the Wai Kru and
Ram Muay in a short article would
be impractical. Here we give
an overview, with some insight
and explanation of the basics in
the pre-ﬁght rituals.

The Mongkol

SEALING THE RING

C

ommencing the Wai Kru
and Ram Muay, boxers
make a slow circuit anti-clockwise
around the ring. They place their
right hand on the top rope, often
dragging one foot as they move,
symbolically laying a seal around
the ring. What seems like just a
ritual today can be traced back to
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the times when bouts were fought in a jungle clearing or in the center of a village. The
boxer walked around the area, checking the terrain. Were there holes in the ground
or lumps where he might trip? Which direction was the sun coming from? Would it
get in his eyes and put him at a disadvantage? This circuit is known as ‘Sealing the
Ring’. Besides the practicality, boxers believe that they are spiritually closing the ring
to outside inﬂuences, sanctifying the arena and sealing the opponent’s fate.
There are some misconceptions about the Wai Kru and Ram Muay having Buddhist
connotations. This is not strictly true.
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SEALING THE RING
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WAI KRU TERMINOLOGY
WAI (BOW)

T

he Wai is intrinsic to everyday
Thai life – the clasping of hands
into a prayer-like posture. Thais Wai
in greeting people. It is their custom
also in showing respect to monks or
religious buildings or sometimes, as
they pass a shrine or sacred tree or
venerated statue, believing that this
will bring them good luck.
Speciﬁc standards apply in the
Wai’s practice – how high one
brings one’s hands, for example,
when to Wai, who Wais ﬁrst?
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“A Muay Thai teacher doesn’t just train a good
boxer. He helps to mold a worthy person.”

KRU (TEACHER)

K

ru refers to any teacher who imparts
knowledge and skills be it academic,

artistic, musical, dancing or sport such as Muay
Thai. Kru Muay means boxing teacher.

WAI KRU (BOW TO TEACHER)

T

he Wai Kru is a gesture of respect to
teachers and parents, extending also to
people who have helped the boxer in his life as
well as to the deity or deities whom the boxer
worships. This gesture of respect is further

ritualized by wearing the Mongkol. It is a sacred
circlet placed on the head during the Wai Kru
and Ram Muay rituals, which is imbued with the
teacher’s spirit and knowledge.

Por Kru
Samai Mesamarn

In Thai culture and society, teachers are treated
with reverence. Thais believe that students
should show respect to their teachers at all
times, in word and deed, by exemplary behavior
and actions. It is the teacher who imparts the
knowledge and tools to help us through life.
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The Wai Kru is not about being Thai or Buddhist.
It is about having humility and showing respect.
It is about expressing your gratitude formally in
a very graceful, artful way to people who have
helped you in life. A Muay Thai teacher doesn’t
just train a good boxer. He helps to mold a
worthy person.
Vol. IV, No. 3

RAM MUAY
TERMINOLOGY
RAM – DANCE
•

Ram Daab:
Swords.

•

Ram Plong: Dance with Staff.

•

Ram Bong:
Dancing.

Dance

with

Showing Prowess in Balance

Classical Thai

MUAY – BOXING

RAM MUAY – BOXING
DANCE

A

fter the Wai Kru, the boxer
performs the Ram Muay. The
dance has a three-fold purpose:

•

To warm up the body, as well
as to stretch out the tendons
and muscles.

•

To meditate, allowing the
boxer to focus and concentrate
his mind for the upcoming
contest.

•

To show off the boxer’s
prowess, balance and skill in
movement, thus warning the
opponent of impending peril.

The Ram Muay begins in standing
position with the Yang Sarm Khum,
the basic walking pattern of Muay
Thai. It is thought that in ancient

times the Yang Sarm Khum was a separate fourth section of the boxing
pre-ﬁght rituals and that it came after the Ram Muay, as depicted in Muay
Boran or Krabi Krabong demonstrations today. The Yang Sarm Khum
can be performed in one of two ways:

•

Joyfully, in a relaxed manner, everything sabai, sabai (happy); or

•

Strong (kang lang), in more of a threatening movement, deliberate and sure-footed.
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Yang Sarm Khum
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After Yang Sarm Khum, the boxer
may perform one of several dances.
Some of these dances have links to
the Ramakien.

Phra Rama Tam Gwang meaning
Rama Hunts the Golden Deer.
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Khumphrakan Laab Hor meaning
Khumphrakan (Tosakanth) Sharpens the Spear.

Narai Khwang Chak meaning Narai Throws the Discus.
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“These traditions...are a code of conduct, a pointer to a way of life
that is respectful, disciplined and of high moral standard.”

There are representations in the
Ram Muay also of Hanuman, the
monkey God, who is a principal character
in the Ramakien and patron spirit of
Muay Thai. Variations extend, as well, to
such dances as:
•

Four Face Brahma – moving in
four directions.

•

The swan in ﬂight.

•

The garuda – half man half bird,
which keeps away evil spirits.

•

The maiden applying make-up
and washing and dressing her
hair.

•

The ﬁsherman catching ﬁsh; and

•

The crane searching for ﬁsh.

The list is not exhaustive. There are
many variations of the Ram Muay in
existence.

T

his article barely scratches the
surface of what is a very profound
subject. These traditions, having been
handed down through centuries, are
more than just rituals to be performed
before a sporting contest. They are a
code of conduct, a pointer to a way of life
that is respectful, disciplined and of high
moral standard.
These principles apply because the
teacher is bestowing destructive weapons
upon the boxer. The teacher needs to be
certain that this person has respect for
life, that he will use these weapons in the
right way, for self-protection or to defend
family, friends and country and not in the
wrong way.
In conclusion; if a boxer doesn’t perform
the Wai Kru and Ram Muay, publicly
declaring his respect for his teacher and
the art of Muay Thai, then he cannot truly
call himself “Nak Muay” – “Thai Boxer”.
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The Peacock Unfurling Its Tail.

K

ru Tony Moore trained with Ajarn Yodthong and Samart (Payakarun)
at the old Sityodthong Camp in Pattaya. The author was one of
Britain’s most successful ﬁghters, retiring as undefeated Champion
of Champions (Welterweight) and British B.T.B.C Welterweight and
Light Middleweight Champion. He also founded the Sitsiam Camp International
and is Chairman of the British Thai Boxing Council. Joel Yarwood is a student
at Sitsiam, who performed the techniques for this article. All photos copyright
©Tony Moore, Sitsiam Camp 2010
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WHAT SHALL IT PROFIT A MAN,
IF HE GAINS THE WHOLE WORLD
BUT FORFEITS HIS SOUL?

REPORT BY MIGUEL “WUFANG” RIVERA.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY YUKI KUNISHIMA
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ournament fever has invaded New York City. In less
than a two year span, the big city has played host
to three 8-man Muay Thai elimination tournaments.
It
began at Church Street Boxing Gym’s Friday Night Fight
(FNF) Series in NYC with a show on October 24, 2008.
Khaay Muay Sit-Kangmongkorn’s Marcus Fisher was crowned
WKA North American Amateur Middleweight Champion, after
winning a hard fought battle against Canadian Sacha Hijazi.
FNF’s promotional wizard Justin Blair did it again a year later. He
brought together some of the top ranked Junior Welterweights
to contend for the WKA Intercontinental Junior Welterweight
title. Some of the most memorable shows pit smaller ﬁghters
against each other. This tournament proved that the sum can
be greater than the parts. With two bouts ending by ko and one
by tko, these scrappy dudes made it their mission to outdo the
big boys. When the smoke cleared, Gabriel Carrasco won the
title.
The dynamic duo of Eddie Cuello and Master Aziz Nabih at TakeOn Productions proved another rule – that imitation is the sincerest
form of ﬂattery – with a third 8-man tournament on July 17, 2010.
This one was all pro plus a $10k purse to the winner.
The contenders were:
• Sitan New York’s

Omar Ahmed

from the outer borough of Queens.
• Bellmore Kickboxing Academy’s

Terrence “The Truth” Hill
from the big city’s suburbs.

• World Muay Thai Team USA’s

Vishnu Gulati

from San Francisco, replacing
Cool Heart’s Justin Greskiewicz.
• Church Street Boxing Gym’s

Turan “The Tornado” Hasanov
from Azerbaijan by way of Brooklyn
but now training in NYC.
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• Khaay Muay Sit-Kangmongkorn’s

Marc DeLuca
from Pittsburgh.

• Molina’s Martial Art’s eponymous

Kevin “The Jet” Molina
from New Jersey.

• MTA’s

Sheldon Gaines
from Los Angeles.

• British Columbia’s

Gabriel Varga
from Canada.
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MATCH MAKING WITH MAPQUEST

T

here looked to be something scripted, if not exactly Intercontinental, about the match making in this tournament.
In both of Church Street FNF’s tournaments, there were random drawings in public for the match assignments.
At Take-On’s show, the brackets seem to have been contrived before the tournament. How long? Ofﬁcially
the event ﬂyer was post marked June the 23rd, even though match ups weren’t announced until the night of
Take-On’s July 17th show. It seems like the brackets were set as early as the ﬂyer’s June 23rd post mark. What’s the
evidence for this? Look at the ﬂyer. Notice how the pairing of ﬁghters matches their actual ﬁrst round assignments.
Two matches might be a coincidence. But all four? Let’s take a closer look at the brackets.

Quarterfinals

Semifinals

Final

Marc Deluca
Omar Ahmed
Omar Ahmed
Vishnu Gulati
Kevin Molina
Vishnu Gulati
Omar Ahmed
Terrence Hill

Gabriel Varga
Terrence Hill
Terrence Hill
Turan Hasanov
Sheldon Gaines
Turan Hasanov
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Omar Ahmed, on the right, coasted
through his match with Marc Deluca.

Sheldon Gaines, on the left, still hasn’t mastered
NYC’s ballroom dancing
imitation of Muay Thai.
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Terrence Hill, on the left, took
Turan Hasanov’s measure in the semis...

…but “The Truth” sustained heavy damage.
That’s what I’m talking about!
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Now to the naked eye, everything looks ﬁne. To those
of us who follow the sport – and I do – this whole thing
looks pre-meditated. Sherlock Holmes himself would be
offended, if asked to crack this case, because it’s just
that obvious.
Let me break it down for you. In Omar Ahmed’s
bracket, there was Mark Deluca, whom he’d beaten
before. There was also Kevin Molina, who’s got a solid
kickboxing pedigree but is just getting started in Muay
Thai. Then there was Vishnu Gulati, who took the ﬁght
on a week’s notice after a year’s layoff and had to dumb
it down without FULL Muay Thai rules.

Now lets look at the other bracket. There was Terrence
Hill, whom Ahmed fought early in his career and who
gave Omar all that he could handle. There was also
Gabriel Varga, who’d recently beaten Ahmed. Turan
Hasanov is one of the toughest SOB’s in the sport – no
matter win or lose – at the end of a ﬁght with Turan, you’ll
know that you were in a war. Then there was Sheldon
Gaines, a reputable West Coast ﬁghter, who’s yet to
master NYC’s ballroom dancing imitation of Muay Thai.

DEMOLITION DERBY

I

n the opening bout, Omar Ahmed beat Marc DeLuca
again. Vishnu Gulati beat Kevin Molina. As always,
Molina’s skills were sharp. “The Jet” comes to Muay
Thai with a handicap, though, because he’s a defensive
ﬁghter – a little too defensive. He spends a lot of his
time back peddling. Doing that in Muay Thai, he loses
points.
In the other bracket, controversy erupted. Terrence Hill
pulled out a decision against Gabriel Varga that had the
crowd booing and “The Truth” is a home town favorite.
Terrence was really banged up from the ﬁght. Hill had
an ugly cut around his eye brow. The fan’s consensus is
that it should have gone the other way. Turan Hasanov
also advanced to the next stage, taking a decision from
Sheldon Gaines.

In the semiﬁnals, Omar Ahmed beat Vishnu Gulati
in another warm up for the main event. Terrence Hill
took Turan Hasanov’s measure for a decision. In spite
of dominating the ﬁght, “The Truth” sustained heavy
damage. So now we have a battered Terrence Hill
going against a fast tracked Omar Ahmed. Terrence has
mentioned to me on a few occasions that he’s wanted a
rematch with Omar for the longest time, since their ﬁrst
meeting. This was Hill’s opportunity for redemption.
Although “The Truth” fought his heart out, when you are
in Take-On’s house – a/k/a Sitan’s House – you need
a ko to beat the home team. Tallying the scorecards,
Omar Ahmed was declared the winner by unanimous
decision. He also won the $10K tournament prize. The
home team wrote a check to its own account.

TRAIL OF INTRIGUE

N

ow for any of you who don’t see enough to call
it scripted, here is another smoking gun. Local
judges were given the night off. Two of the ofﬁcials at
ringside took the Appalachian Trail for this gig. Is there
anywhere else in the country that doesn’t require state
licensing of ofﬁcials in a professional prize ﬁght? What
did Take-On get for paying these visitors’ airfare and
hotel accommodations in a town that’s a budget buster
for thrifty travelers? How do you bring strangers for a
one night stand to judge a pro tournament with $10K at
stake?
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And how do you stage a $10K tournament without inviting
top ranked talent in the Super Lightweight division, one
of whom is Kevin Ross? Not only was Kevin not invited
at the outset. Even after Justin Greskiewicz pulled out,
Kevin still didn’t get a call. I know this, because I asked
Ross myself. Is it likely that Aziz didn’t know that Kevin
had already beaten four contenders on the June 23rd
ﬂyer? Or maybe that’s exactly why “The Soul Assassin”
didn’t ﬁt into the matchmaker’s plans.
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Although Terrence, on the right, fought his heart out…

…the home team wrote a check to its own account.
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WHEEL OF FORTUNE

Match making for a show with a $10K purse, aren’t you
going to bring in the best ﬁghters? Anyone with street
smarts can spot a game of Three Card Monte. For those
of you who are unfamiliar with the scam, it’s a card game
that’s played by street hustlers and is impossible for you to
win. The dealer and three partners sucker you in. Some
pretend to lose. Others pretend to win, just to make it
seem possible.

At least one of the non-tournament bouts passed the
smell test. It was Gaius Ebratt’s dominant performance
over Elijah Clarke. These two warriors met in an earlier
Take-On show. The decision went to Gaius, but it left a
bad taste in the mouths of some fans who thought Elijah
should have won. In their rematch, Gaius was hell bent
on removing all doubt that he’s the better ﬁghter. After an
authoritative performance on the in and out side, Gaius
got bragging rights with a 4th round tko.

Gaius Ebratt, on the right, won bragging
rights in a rematch with Elijah Clarke.

In another non-tournament bout, the home team Sitan’s
Kingsley Opaku fought Khaay Muay Sit-Kangmongkorn’s
Marcus Fisher to a draw. Controversy tarnished the
decision, though, because more than a few fans expressed
doubts about whether the imported ofﬁcials are well
enough schooled in Muay Thai’s criteria for judging. This
is not something you can learn over night. Believe me. I
have read the rule book about six times already, and I’m
still learning.
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If it wasn’t a game of Three Card Monte, how else to
explain the verdict in Mohammed Lemjerdine’s rematch
against Jay Matias? The ﬁrst time these two clashed, Jay
was coming back from a long layoff for vocational training.
It was a very close ﬁght. Matias is somewhat of a slow
starter. He picks it up in the later rounds. Maybe that was
enough for Jay to win the ﬁrst ﬁght. Lemjerdine’s corner
didn’t agree, and they weren’t alone, not even close.
Mohammed jumped at a shot for redemption.
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Matias, whom some would argue looks better than his
trainer Omar Ahmed, was on a mission. This time around,
Jay put on a superb display of Muay Thai. Like Gaius, he
went out to prove that his earlier victory was genuine. But

the rematch was fatally ﬂawed by more inscrutable judging.
Lemjerdine won a majority decision in yet another match
that exasperates our sense of legitimacy.

Jay Matias, on the left,
was on a mission.

FOLLOW THE MONEY
Was Jay’s loss an exercise in Three Card Monte, intended
to sucker the gullible into thinking that the home team didn’t
have a lock on the $10k tournament purse? If so, two wrongs

don’t make a right. Oh, did I mention that the match maker
happens to be the tournament winner’s brother-in-law?

THE ROAD TO PERDITION
With a monopoly on pros in New York, the talk here too often
vents frustration over WKA’s inscrutable ofﬁciating, where
we ought to be mindful only of how our ﬁghters perform.
It’s just plain bad for the sport’s popularity. If the New York
State Athletic Commission (NYSAC) doesn’t care, then who
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needs them? You’d think NYSAC needs us as much as we
do them. “The hottest places in hell are reserved for those
who in times of great moral crises maintain their neutrality.” –
Dante Alighieri, The Inferno.
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OFFICIAL RESULTS:
Take-On Productions – Saturday, July 17, 2010
WKA Intercontinental Professional
Super Lightweight Muay Thai Championship
Quarter Final Eliminations:
Omar Ahmed of Sitan New York def. Marc Deluca of Khaay Muay Sit-Kangmongkorn in Pittsburgh
by Unanimous Decision.
Vishnu Gulati of World Muay Thai Team USA in San Francisco def.
Kevin Molina of Molina’s Martial Arts in New Jersey
by Unanimous Decision.
Turan Hasanov of Church Street Boxing Gym in NYC def. Sheldon Gaines of MTA in Los Angeles
by Majority Decision.
Terrence Hill of Bellemore Kickboxing Academy in Long Island def.
Gabriel Varga of British Columbia in Canada
by Unanimous Decision.

Semi-Final Eliminations
Omar Ahmed of Sitan New York def. Vishnu Gulati of World Muay Thai Team USA in San Francisco
by Unanimous Decision.
Terrence Hill of Bellemore Kickboxing Academy in Long Island def.
Turan Hasanov of Church Street Boxing Gym in NYC
by Unanimous Decision.

WKA Professional
Super Lightweight
Muay Thai Championship Match:
Omar Ahmed of Sitan New York def. Terrence Hill of Bellemore Kickboxing Academy in Long Island
by Unanimous Decision.

AMATEUR UNDER CARD:
Sylvie von Duuglas-Ittu of Chok Sabai Gym in NYC def.
Jessica Ng of Sitan New York
by Unanimous Decision.
Aby Rulloda of World Muay Thai Team USA in San Francisco def.
Peelo Deonarain of Sitan New York
by Unanimous Decision.
Marcus Fisher of Khaay Muay Sit-Kangmongkorn in Pittsburgh no decision
Kingsley Opoku of Sitan New York by reason of a Draw.
Gaius Ebratt of Five Points Fitness Academy in NYC def.
Elijah Clarke of Rhenzo Gracie Academy in NYC
by TKO at 1:20 of Round 4.
Mohammed Lemjerdine of Connecticut’s Finest Kickboxing def.
Jay Matias of Sitan New York
by Majority Decision.
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CALIFORNIA
WORLD MUAYTHAI COUNCIL OF AMERICA
AUTHORIZED AGENCY OF THAILAND KINGDOM
10840 Vanowen Street
North Hollywood, California 91605
(818) 765-1991
psongdej@yahoo.com
Choompol Songdej, Secretary General

FAIRTEX WORLDWIDE
132-140 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, California 94107
(415) 777-0702
http://www.fairtex.com/
Mr. Anthony Lin, President
U.S. AGENCY OF IFMA
UNITED STATES MUAY THAI FEDERATION

EAST LOS ANGELES
COMMUNITY YOUTH CENTER
WORLD BOXING COUNCIL
MUAY THAI ASSOCIATION
4360 Dozier Street
MUAYTHAI – WESTERN U.S.
OF AMERICA
Los Angeles, California 90022
9452 Rosemarie Court
11116
Weddington Street
(323) 269-4145
Cypress, California 90630
North
Hollywood,
California 91601
http://www.elacyc.com/
(714) 828-8803
(626)
723-6559
Kru George Zarate
csuvanamas@hotmail.com
pmpsunpanich@yahoo.com
Chalermkiat Savanamas, Chairman
Montri Sunpanich

WORLD MUAY THAI TEAM
USA

COMBAT SPORTS ACADEMY
WORLD YAD PALUNG GYM
EXTREME POWER GYM
3375 Mission Avenue, Suite-E
Oceanside, California 92058
(760) 529-1431
http://www.extremepowergym.com
Kru Ruben Rowell, Jr.

7100 Village Parkway
Dublin, California 94568
(925) 230-8442
http://www.csagym.com
Kru Kirian Fitzgibbons

MICHIGAN

GEORGIA

RHODE ISLAND

WARRIOR’S WAY
MARTIAL ARTS ALLIANCE
3100 Old Farm Lane, Suite 1
Walled Lake, Michigan 48390
(248) 960-4884
http://www.warriorway.com/
Kru Matee Jedeepitak

MEGALODON

2575 Ocean Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
(415)333-3496
http://www.worldteamusa.com/
Kru Sam Phimsoutham
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460 Memorial Drive
Nicholson, Georgia 30565
(706) 254-3195
Kru Scott Hicks
USMTA Georgia State Director

VEE-ARNIS-JITSU
& MUAY THAI SCHOOL
530 Wellington Avenue
Cranston, Rhode Island 02910
(866) 397-3533
http://www.assaultstopper.com
Kru Jake Burke
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WASHINGTON, DC

OHIO

PENNSYLVANIA

BETA ACADEMY

TANINGCO
MARTIAL ARTS CENTER

MCCANN XTREME FREESTYLE
COMBAT SPORTS TRAINING
NEWTOWN ATHLETIC CENTER
209 Penns Trail
Newtown, Pennsylvania 18940

1459 Columbia Road NW
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 538-0422
http://www.betaacademy.com/
Kru Nakapan Phungephorn

1753 Woodsman Drive
Kettering, Ohio 45420
(937) 254-7035
http://www.tamamartialarts.com/
Master Manuel R. Taningco

http://www.hockcqc.com/
Jim McCann

ARIZONA
WARD’S LIVING WEAPON
MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
7943 East Natal Avenue
Mesa, Arizona 85209
(480) 797-6808
mmaprofessor@msn.com
Charles Ward, Ph.D./Ma.D.Sc., CMIT, CSCS
Professor/Chief Master Instructor Trainer
USMTA Arizona State Co-Director

BACK ALLEY MUAY THAI
5118 West Orchid Lane
Glendale, Arizona 85302
(623)934-4912
http://lionsdenaz.com/
Bob Karmel
USMTA Arizona State Co-Director

DELAWARE

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

BLACK FEATHER MUAY THAI

STONE WARRIOR
COMBAT SPORTS
202 North Main Street
Ashland City, Tennessee 37015-1362
(615)792-1818
www.myspace.com/suntzumuaythai
Sifu Chris Beasley
USMTA Tennessee State Director

JANJIRA MUAY THAI

206 East Ayres Avenue
Newport, Delaware 19804
(302) 377-8238
blackfeathe@aol.com
Kru Paul Barry

3033 West Parker Road, Suite 202
Plano, Texas 75023
(972)769-8663
http://www.saekson.com/
Kru Saekson Janjira

NEVADA
MASTER TODDY’S
MUAY THAI ACADEMY
5740 South Arville Street
Las Vegas, Nevada 89118
(702) 433-7000
http://www.mastertoddy.com/
Master Toddy

NICK’S ONE KICK GYM

OKLAHOMA

3950 East Sunset Road, #112
Las Vegas, Nevada 89120
702 384-6786
http://www.onekickgym.com
Nick Blomgren
USMTA Nevada State Director

SAK SIT HAAWK PONTAWEE CAMP
1021 Northeast Third Street
Guymon, Oklahoma 73942
(941) 724-1092
http://www.nativeamericanmuaythai.com
Ajarn Ric Sniffen
NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF THE U.S. DIVISION OF THE
UNITED STATES MUAY THAI ASSOCIATION – NATIVE AMERICAN LEAGUE
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COLORADO
BLOCKER ACADEMY
OF MARTIAL ARTS
10350 East Easter Avenue
Centennial, Colorado 80122
(720) 220-6838
http://www.blockeracademy.com
Kru Snake Blocker

DAM GYM
18871 East Plaza Drive, Unit 100
Parker, Colorado 80134
(720) 851-5335
http://www.damgym.com/
Kru Derek Meixsell

NEW YORK
UNITED STATES MUAY THAI ASSOCIATION -- NATIVE AMERICAN
LEAGUE
6535 Broadway, Suite 1-K
Riverdale, New York 10471
(347) 427-0191
http://www.usmta.com/
Ajarn Clint Heyliger, National Director

LIONS ROAR
MUAY THAI CAMP
2966 Jerome Avenue
Bronx, New York 10468
(917) 804-3792
roaringlions13@aol.com
Kru William Rivera

FIVE POINTS FITNESS ACADEMY
444 Broadway
New York, New York 10013
(212) 226-4474
http://www.5pointsﬁtness.com/
Kru Simon Burgess, Kru Steve Mills
and Kevin McGrath

ZARKO ACADEMY
5805 Avenue N
Brooklyn, New York 11234
(718) 209-3461
http://www.zarkoacademy.
com/
Shihan Raanan Zarko

SITAN MUAY THAI
25-73 Steinway Street, Ground Floor
Long Island City, New York 11103
(718) 932-5000
http://www.sitangymny.com/
Master Aziz

BORODIN’S
MUAY THAI
2209 Avenue Z
Brooklyn, New York 11235
(718) 332-7993
http://www.borodinsgym.com/
Kru Vladimir Borodin

CHURCH STREET BOXING GYM
25 Park Place Basement
New York, New York 10007
(212) 571-3777
http://www.churchstreetboxinggym.com/
Mr. Justin Blair

SOUTH CAROLINA
EVOLUTION COMBAT ACADEMY
106 Wren Road
Anderson, South Carolina 29621
(864) 934-6030
http://www.evolutioncombatacademy.com/
Mr. Jessup Keown
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MIKE SANDERS
MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
1831 Wade Hampton Boulevard
Greenville, South Carolina 29609
(864) 580-9127
Grand Master Mike Sanders
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MASSACHUSSETTS
WAI KRU
MIXED MARTIAL ARTS
236 Brighton Avenue
Allston, Massachusetts 02134
(857) 204-9267
http://www.waikru.com
Kru John Allan

BOSTON
MUAY THAI ACADEMY
527 Columbia Road
Dorchester, Massachusetts 02125
(617) 288-3988
http://www.bostonmuaythai.com
Kru Steve Soriano

SITYODTONG
MUAY THAI ACADEMY
100 Broadway
Somerville, Massachusetts 02145
(617) 627-9678
Kru Mark DellaGrotte

NEW MEXICO
ROSALES KARATE &
KICKBOXING ACADEMY
3208 San Mateo Northeast
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
(505) 881-1050
http://www.rosaleskarate.org
Sigung Tony Rosales
Sigung Vicky Sierra

ROSALES KARATE &
KICKBOXING ACADEMY
634 Highway 314 Southwest
Los Lunas, New Mexico 87031
(505) 865-5414
http://www.rosaleskarate.org
Sigung Tony Rosales
Sigung Vicky Sierra

VIRGINIA
COMBAT SPORTS CENTER
10454 Ridgeﬁeld Parkway
Richmond, Virginia 23233
(804) 754-2546
http://www.combatsportscenter.com/
Mr. Brian Crenshaw
WKA U.S. AGENCY
EASTERN ACADEMY
OF MARTIAL ARTS
3900 Bonney Road, Suite 213
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452
(757) 486-5200
http://www.easternacademy.com/
Wahsei Miran, Founder

LINNX ACADEMY
OF MARTIAL ARTS
1320 Kempsville Road
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23464-4301
(757) 495-7070
www.linxxacademy.com
Mr. Frank Cucci
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HYBRID ACADEMY
OF MARTIAL ARTS
5476 Virginia Beach Boulevard
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23462
(757) 490-6906
http://www.hybridacademy.com/
Mr. Buck Grant

MI•KI•DO YOUTH
FOUNDATION
6425 Windham Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22315
(703)922-5147
http://www.mikido.com/
Master Mike Hess

VIRGINIA BEACH ACADEMY
OF MARTIAL ARTS
3440 Chandler Creek Road
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23453
(757) 468-6488
www.virginiabeachacademyofmartialarts.com
Kru William Varner

TRIDENT ACADEMY
OF MARTIAL ARTS
14220 Smoketown Road
Woodbridge, Virginia 22192
(703) 490-2425
www.tridentacademy.org/index.asp
Pat Tray, Head Instructor and Founder
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CANADA
MIKE MILES MUAY THAI & KICKBOXING [KHAAY SITKRAITUS]
6041 - 6th Street SE
Calgary, Alberta T3C 0M4, CANADA
(403) 244-8424
http://www.mikemiles.com/
Ajarn Mike Miles
WMC & IFMA CANADIAN AGENCY & EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBER
WKA NORTH AMERICAN AGENCY
CANADIAN MUAY THAI COUNCIL – AMATEUR (CMTC-A)

HAMILTON MUAY THAI
MMA BOXING GYM
95 Ashley Street
Hamilton, Ontario L8K 1C1
(905) 547-8287
gordongong@hotmail.com
Master Gordon Gong

GRIZZLY GYM
1085 Princess Street
Kingston, Ontario K7L 1H3
(613)483-7522
http://www.grizzlygym.com
Bramajarn Mike Martelle
PRESIDENT OF THE FIRST NATIONS
MUAYTHAI COUNCIL

PHADY’S MUAY THAI
164 McAtee Place
Cambridge, Ontario N1R 6Z8
(519) 622-3423
kphady@wamtac.org
Ajarn Khan Phady
PRESIDENT OF WORLD AMATEUR
MUAY THAI ASSOCIATION CANADA

MEXICO
MUAY THAI BOXING CENTER
Zamora#11 Col. Centro
Xalapa, Veracruz, MEXICO
011-52-622-17-96-07
http://www.jorgevazquezmuaythai.
com.mx
Master Jorge Vàzquez
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KB-ONE MUAY THAI ACADEMY
110 Garden Avenue
North Vancouver, British Columbia
V7P3H2
(604) 984-0947
http://www.kb-one.com
Kru Mehdi

GRIZZLY GYM
1085 Princess Street
Kingston, Ontario K7L 1H3
(613)483-7522
http://www.grizzlygym.com
Bramajarn Mike Martelle
PRESIDENT OF THE FIRST NATIONS
MUAYTHAI COUNCIL

OCEANIA
THUNDERLEGS KICKBOXING
& PROMOTIONS
P.O. Box 638 Labrador
Gold Coast, Queensland 4215
AUSTRALIA
61(44)906-2188
Kru Robert Wilesmith

BOONCHU GYM
719 Kortum Drive
Burleigh Heads, QLD 4220
AUSTRALIA
(040)300-5550
wayneparr@hotmail.com
Kru John Wayne Parr
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EUROPE
GREAT BRITAIN
THE BRITISH THAI BOXING COUNCIL
SITSIAM CAMP INTERNATIONAL
Unit 1, 3rd Floor Portland Mill, Portland
Street South
Ashton-u-Lyne, OL6 7SX, GREAT BRITAIN
+44 (0)161 223 1495
http://www.british-thai-boxing-council.com/
http://www.sitsiam-camp.com/
Kru Tony Moore

WORLD KICKBOXING ASSOCIATION
James Court, 63 Gravelly Lane
Birmingham, B23 6LX, GREAT BRITAIN
+44 (1)213 822 995
http://www.radstudios.de/develop/WKA/
Paul Ingram, WKA World President

TOUCH GLOVES THAI KICKBOXING
Branwell’s Mill, Penzance
Cornwall, TR18 2QL
GREAT BRITAIN
+44 (0)7974 333489
http://www.touchgloves.co.uk/
Mr. Nathan Kitchen

BAD COMPANY GYM
P.O. Box 183, Horsforth
Leeds, LS18 4WD
GREAT BRITAIN
+44 (0) 7885 270 267
http://www.badcompany.co.uk/
index.asp
Mr. Richard Smith

SOR THANIKUL
Shipley Place, Byker Wall
Newcastle upon Tyne, NE6 2DJ
GREAT BRITAIN
(790) 366-5695
http://www.sorthanikul.co.uk/
Kru Barry Norman

CRAWLEY THAI BOXING CENTRE
49 Gatwick Road, 1st Floor – Manor
Royal
Crawley, RH10 9RD
GREAT BRITAIN
+44 (0) 7702 119 198
http://www.crawleythaiboxing.co.uk/
Mr. John Jarvis

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

THE NETHERLANDS

AUTODEFENSA
DE LA DONA
C/Pla de Fornelis, 37
Barcelona 08042
SPAIN
+34 620 504 870
http://www.chintomordillo.com
Kru Chinto Mordillo

SITYODTONG BOXING CAMP
SWISS BRANCH
Presso/Ruben Rota/Via del Sole 20
6963 Pregassona-Lugano
SWITZERLAND

NETHERLANDS
MUAY THAI ASSOCIATION
Van Hallstraat 52
1051 HH Amsterdam
THE NETHERLANDS

http://www.sityodtong.ch/
Yodtong Senanan

Mr. Thom Harinck

RUSSIA
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE OF RUSSIA
RUSSIAN MUAYTHAI FEDERATION
8 Lujnetskaya Naberejnaya, ofﬁce 296a,
Moscow, RUSSIA 119992
+7 (495) 768-9893
rusmtf@mail.ru
U.V. Chuhnin, First Vice President
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WORLD BOXING LEAGUE
8 Lujnetskaya Naberejnaya, ofﬁce 260a,
Moscow, RUSSIA 119992
+7 (495)637-0464
wbl@roc.ru
Sergey Zayashnikov, President
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BELARUS

UKRAINE

BELARUS MUAY THAI PROFESSIONAL GYM
220020, Timiryazeva 86-53
Minsk, BELARUS
+375 29-6135531
http://muaythai.org.by/index/index_en.php
Kru Evgeni Kotelnikov

UKRAINE NATIONAL THAI BOXING FEDERATION OF
MUAY THAI
Ekaterininskaya Ulitsa 8/10
Odessa, UKRAINE
http://www.muaythai.org.ua/index.php?page=2&lang=2
Gennady Trukhanov, President

ASIA
JAPAN

INDIA

CHINA

JAPAN PROFESSIONAL
MUAY THAI COMMITTEE
13-4 Hachiyama-Cho, Hillside West
A-501,
Shibuya-Ku
Tokyo 150-0035
JAPAN
+81-3-3496-9575
http://jpm-c.com/english/index.html
Chisa Yamane, Chairwoman

MUAYTHAI FEDERATION
OF INDIA
National HQs, PO Box 107
Kohima 797001, Nagaland
INDIA
+91-370-2229983
http://www.mﬁmuaythaiindia.org/
Oken Jeet Sandham, President

BLACK TIGER KAEWSAMRIT
GYM
Building 9, Room 906, Jianwai
Soho, East
3rd Ring Road
Chaoyang District, Beijing
CHINA 100022
+86 13910712576
http://muaythaichina.com/
Kru Vince Soberano Kaewsamrit

LIST IN THE MUAY THAIMES ‘HEAVY HITTERS’ DIRECTORY
http://www.muaythaimes.com
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THAILAND
SPORTS AUTHORITY OF THAILAND
Ramkhamhaeng Road
Huamark Bangkapi Bangkok 10240
THAILAND
0-2369-0999
http://sat.or.th
Governor Kanokphan Julkasaem

WORLD MUAYTHAI COUNCIL
1029 Navamin 14, Navamin Road, Klongjam,
Banggkapi
Bangkok 102040
THAILAND
(66)2 16263
http://www.wmcmuaythai.org/
http://wwwifmamuaythai.org
General Chetta Thanajaro, President

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION
OF MUAYTHAI AMATEUR (IFMA)
1144 Sriburapa 7, Sriburapa Street, Klongjam,
Banggkapi
Bangkok 102040
THAILAND
(662) 374 2195
stapsuwan@hotmail.com
Dr. Sakcye Tapsuwan, President

WORLD MUAY THAI FEDERATION
MINISTRY OF TOURISM AND SPORTS
Rama 1, Patumwan
Bangkok, 10330
THAILAND
+661-3024622
http://www.worldmuaythaifederation.org/
General Chaisit Shinawatra

WBC MUAY THAI
29 Phaholyothin Soi 3, Phaholyothin Road
Samsen Nai
Phayathai, Bangkok 10400
THAILAND
(66)2 279 6847-51
http://www.wbcmuaythai.com/
Police General Kovid Bhakdibhumi,
Chairman and WBC Vice President

ONESONGCHAI COMPANY, LTD.
71/23 Setsiri Road, Samsennai Phayathai
Bangkok 10400
THAILAND
(087)683-8338
http://www.muaythai.co.th/
Mr. Siraphop Ratanasuban, President

MUAYTHAI CONSERVATION
CENTRE OF THAILAND
Gate 17 National Stadium , Pratumwan
Bangkok
THAILAND
0044 161 678 1612
gmaster_woody@hotmail.com
Mr. Chinawut Sirisompan
Deputy Director General
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